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Abstract

In-scene glint greatly affect the usability of maritime imagery and several glint removal algorithms have been developed that work well in some situations. However,
glint removal algorithms produces several unique artifacts when applied to very high
resolution systems, particularly those with temporally offset bands. The optimal solution to avoid these artifacts is to avoid imaging in areas of high glint. The glint
avoidance tool (GAT) was developed to avoid glint conditions and provide a measure of parameter detectability. This work recreates the glint avoidance tool using
Hydrolight, as a validation of a fast GAT using an in-water radiative transfer model
which neglects in-water scattering. Because avoiding glint is not always possible,
this research concentrates on the impact of glint and residual artifacts using RIT’s
Digital Imaging and Remote Sensing Image Generation (DIRSIG) dynamic wave
model and Hydrolight back-end to create accurate case 1 synthetic imagery. The
synthetic imagery was used to analyze the impact of glint on automated anomaly
detection, glint removal, and development of a new glint compensation technique
for sensors with temporally offset bands.
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Chapter 1
Overview and Motivation
1.1

Glint and its Effects on In-Water Remote Sensing

1.1.1

Phenomenology of Glint

When imaging maritime scenes, solar glint and surface-reflected radiance affect the
ability to determine in-water constituents, accurately calculate bathymetric information, or resolve and detect submerged objects. The magnitude, location, and
quantity of solar glints vary according to a number of variables including: surface
geometry, collection geometry, and illumination conditions. First, the surface geometry is driven by the wave state of the ocean. The waves can be categorized into
three general groups: 1. gravity waves, 2. wind pressure waves, and 3. capillary
waves. Gravity waves are fast moving, can be modeled using the linear wave model,
and are well understood and consistent across large areas [16]. Gravity waves are
the primary concern for low-resolution remote sensing systems such as Landsat with
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Figure 1.1: Wave scales and frequencies redrawn from [28].

ground sample distances greater than 10m because the radiometric variation caused
by gravity waves can be spatiallly resolved by the sensor.
Wind pressure waves are caused by uniform wind traveling over a long distance
of the water surface. The longer sustained wind travels over the water surface, the
greater the effect on the ocean surface. For example, if wind is blowing from land
across a body of water, the further away from land you observe the waves, the larger
they become. The size, speed, and shape of wind pressure waves vary with wind
speed and duration and can be seen in higher resolution systems such as commercial
imaging satellites with resolutions ≥0.5 meters.
Finally, capillary waves are cause by local wind and act on surface tension at
the air/water interface. Capillary waves are highly variable and affected by local
air movement near the surface, which varies with local wave geometry. Capillary
waves have approximately centimeter wavelengths [16]. Some capillary waves are
not fully resolved by the sensor model used in this study, but do contribute to the
glint phenomenology in the captured images. Additionally, capillary waves have
very short life spans and disperse quickly [16]. Therefore, imaging systems with
band-to-band temporal delays may not capture the same surface.
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The second variable contributing to sun-glint is the atmospheric illumination
conditions. The sensor-reaching radiance contributions are a combination of a number of different terms as shown in Figure 1.2. The two primary terms considered
in this work are the contribution from the reflected solar radiance and the reflected
downwelled sky radiance. The surface-reflected solar radiance is the primary contributor of high intensity solar glints that can saturate pixels and cause the greatest
residual artifacts when performing glint removal as shown in Figure 1.2. The surfacereflected downwelled radiance from the sky provides the background irradiance and
is assumed to be constant across the scene for the purpose of this work. Because
it is fairly constant, it is typically not removed by the glint compensation methods
covered in this work. Finally, the upwelled radiance, from atmospheric scattering
acts to reduced the contrast between bright and dark objects by adding a bias to the
scene. The upwelled radiance can be removed using atmospheric radiative transfer
models such as MODTRAN or using the empirical line method (ELM) [33]. Due to
the complexity of atmospheric compensation the upwelled radiance is neglected for
this work.

Figure 1.2: Five primary radiance components in maritime remote sensing.
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Ocean Wave Geometry (Linear Waves)

The linear wave theory has been the basis of wave theory for over 100 years [4]. It
was originally based on the Airy wave theory, published in 1845. Because linear
wave theory can accurately predict the largest forces caused by ocean waves, linear
wave theory is the dominant model used in maritime engineering disciplines, and
oceanography. The Airy wave theory assumes that gravity is the only force acting
on the water, therefore the forces associated with wind pressure, surface tension, and
the Coriolis acceleration of the earth are not included. These assumptions bound
the wavelengths modeled from approximately 10’s of meters to several kilometers
[16]. At these scales, linear waves are the primary source of surface geometry for
moderate resolution sensors such as Landsat.
In addition, predictions in the open ocean marine environments assume water
depth great enough as to not affect wave creation and characteristics, no currents or
obstacles affect the propagation of waves, and wave amplitude that is small relative
to the wavelength. Harmonic waves are the primary output from the linear wave
model where the shape of the waves are described as a simple sine wave. In its
simplest form, a linear wave’s propagation over time in a single direction can be
described by Equation 1.1.

η(x, t) = asin(ωt − kx)

(1.1)

Where a is the wave amplitude (1/2 the height of a wave from trough to peak),
2π
ω is the frequency in radians (ω =
where T is the period of a single wave), and
T
2π
k is the wavenumber (k =
where L is the wavelength) [16].
L
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Ocean Wave Geometry (Wind Pressure Waves)

Wind induced pressure waves are the result of a constant wind acting over the water
surface and result in wavelengths > 0.5 meters. The airflow over the surface of the
ocean causes a pressure at the water surface as shown in Figure 1.3. The distance
a constant wind acts on the ocean is called the fetch. Over large areas, the air
pressure and ocean surface can reach an equilibrium (at fetch= ∞) and the waves
reach a resonance frequency [16]. Wind passing over a wave surface causes areas of
high and low pressure. Areas of high air pressure forces the wave surface down and
areas of low pressure cause the surface to move upward as shown in Figure 1.4.

Figure 1.3: Diagram of increased wave height and wavelength with increasing fetch [29].

Figure 1.4: Wind pressure interaction over a wave. Figure redrawn from [16].

While wind pressure waves are generated through the pressure acting on the
ocean surface capillary waves are generated by the surface tension at the air-water
interface [16].
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Ocean Wave Geometry (Capillary Waves)

Capillary waves occur at wavelengths of centimeters. They are made up of high
frequencies and generated through surface tension. Because of these characteristics,
capillary waves are often neglected in engineering applications because the forces
they represent are very small compared to the force of gravity and wind driven
waves [16]. However, for very high-resolution remote sensing applications, the high
frequencies of creation and extinction of capillary waves at centimeter wavelengths
can cause glint to appear in one band and disappear in others. For example, capillary
waves reflect radar energy at the centimeter wavelengths and can produce images
resembling wind-driven waves [16].
The surface tension forces that cause capillary waves are dependent on the local
conditions including: winds, wave surface, and surface contaminants. These local
conditions are highly variable and produce a random distribution. For example,
the local airflow over the crest of a wave creates a local area of turbulent airflow
at the surface. This turbulent airflow creates a pressure difference at the air-water
interface and varies both along the crest of the wave and between the crest and
trough. Without a sophisticated fluid dynamics model paired with linear wave
geometry, capillary waves cannot be perfectly modeled. Therefore, statistical wave
models are used to save time and computational resources.

1.2
1.2.1

In-Water Radiometric Processes
Big Equation

Equation 1.2 is used to describe the radiometric processes influencing the sensorreaching radiance. A full description of the ”Big Equation” and the components
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of sensor reaching radiance can be found in Schott(2007). LA through LC correspond to the path labels in Figure 1.5. LA is the direct solar radiance term. The
direct solar radiance is the primary source of sensor-reaching radiance under most
remote sensing conditions resulting in usable imagery. Additionally, the direct solar
radiance is potentially the greatest source of glint at the air-water interface. The
LB term represents the diffuse solar radiance cause by atmospheric scattering of
the exoatmospheric solar irradiance. The ratio of LA to LB varies with measures of
atmospheric clarity; the most popular measure in the maritime environment is visibility. As visibility decreases, the ratio of LA to LB decreases. An example of this
is the haze caused on humid days which blocks some direct sunlight and makes the
sky appear brighter. The combination of LA and LB represent the primary sources
of surface-reaching radiance at the air-water interface.
The LC term represents the upwelled solar radiance. The upwelled solar radiance is a significant source of sensor-reaching radiance and, similar to solar glint,
contains no information from the water scene being imaged. Most applications seek
to estimate the amount of upwelled solar radiance and remove the LC component
from the image product. Proper compensation for the upwelled solar radiance is
critical, especially in maritime applications because the upwelled solar radiance can
change the radiance signal causing errors in some automated algorithms, including
parameter retrieval and object detection. Additionally, most maritime remote sensing applications are interested in signals that are close to the water background or
sensor noise floor (e.g. marine mammal detection or sea floor cover classification)
or where small changes in signal can represent large changes in data interpretation
(e.g. water constituent retrieval). In these cases, the upwelled solar radiance can
obscure the signal of interest and provide the wrong data interpretation. This study
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Figure 1.5: Primary solar radiance paths components of interest in maritime remote sensing. Figure derived from [8] and [33].

is meant to better understand and correct for the effects of surface-reflected glint in
maritime remote sensing imagery.

LT otal = LA + LB + LC

(1.2)

where
LA = LA1 + LA2

(1.3)

and
LB = LB1 + LB2

(1.4)

For simplicity we can break the solar radiance paths into two pieces. The first is
the surface reflection at the air-water interface and second is the in-water radiative
transfer.
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Air-Water Interface

At the air-water interface a portion of the incident radiance is reflected, following
the law of Fresnel reflection, where the angle of the reflected ray is equal to the
angle of the incident ray. The transmitted radiance through the air-water interface
is governed by Snell’s law in Equation 1.5, where ni and nr are the index of refraction
of the incident volume and the first interface, in this case air and ocean water[26].

ni ∗ sin(θi ) = nr ∗ sin(θr )

(1.5)

To calculate the reflection (rf ) and transmission (τf ), Equation 1.6 is used, and
Equation 1.7 is used for the case of normal incidence rays [26].

1 sin(θi − θr ) 2 tan(θi − θr ) 2
+
]
rf = [
2 sin(θi + θr )
tan(θi + θr )
nwater − nair 2
]
rf = [
nwater + nair
τf = 1 − rf

(1.6)
(1.7)
(1.8)

After transmission through the air-water interface, the radiance is scattered and
absorbed by the water volume and in-water constituents.

1.2.3

Inherent Optical Properties (IOP)

IOPs are used to describe the properties of water that do not dependent on the local
radiance. These include absorption and scattering coefficients that remain constant
regardless of the amount of light present [26]. These properties can be measured in
laboratories or in the ocean. Table 1.1 lists the primary IOPs used to describe a
variety of water types.
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Table 1.1: List of common inherent optical properties used in maritime optics. Table
reproduced from [26].
Property

Symbol

Units

Absorption Coefficient

a

m−1

Scattering Coefficient

b

m−1

Backward Scattering

bb

m−1

Forward Scattering

bf

m−1

Beam Attenuation Coefficient

c

m−1

Volume Scattering Function

β

m−1 sr −1

Scattering Phase Function

β̃

sr −1

Single-scattering Albedo

ω̃

dimensionless

The three primary IOPs of concern for this work are the absorption coefficients,
the scattering coefficients, and the scattering phase function. The absorption coefficient is a measure of the amount of radiant energy absorbed per unit length in the
water column. This property varies with wavelength, quantity, and type of in-water
constituents affecting the maximum depth that light can penetrate into the water
column[26].
The scattering phase function is a ratio of the volume scattering function and
the scattering coefficient. The scattering coefficient is the volume scattering function
integrated over a sphere giving the total amount of scattered energy. The volume
scattering function is the angular scatterance per unit distance and unit solid angle
which is a measure of the amount of incident light scattered out of the beam at a
given angle. By taking the ratio of the volume scattering function and scattering
coefficient, the scattering phase function is a normalized term with a total integrated
value of 1 [22]. A more detailed discussion of the inherent optical properties and
IOP models for case 1 waters can be found in [22].
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Problem Statement/Scope

This research has been broken into two major components. First, the negative
effects of glint within imagery illustrate the need to avoid glint. However, because
remote sensing in maritime environments is often conducted near the noise floor of
the sensor, avoiding glint may be at the expense of signal, e.g. imaging at dawn.
Because of this, a tool was developed to provide near real-time guidance for planners
to avoid glint while maximizing the ability to collect the required data. Chapters
2 and 3 will discuss the development of the Glint Avoidance Tool (GAT) and its
validation.
The second section of this research concentrates on the impact of glint, in particular, the system design parameters that reduce the effectiveness of common remote
sensing algorithms applied to maritime scenes with and without glint. The scope
of this work is limited to case 1, optically deep water. For simplicity of modeling
and discussion, submerged objects are used to analyze the impact of glint but the
same tools and methodology could be used for bathymetry, marine environment
management, or in-water constituent retrieval studies. Chapter 5 will demonstrate
the impact of in-scene glint and sensor parameters on anomaly detection. Chapter
6 will discuss glint removal algorithms to remove in-scene glint and propose a new
algorithm for compensation of glint contaminated imagery collected by sensors with
temporally offset bands.

This page was intentionally left blank.

Chapter 2
Glint Avoidance Tool (GAT)
To minimize the probability of in-scene glint during maritime imaging collects an
engineering version of the Glint Avoidance Tool (GAT) was developed that provided
near real-time outputs. To provide a real-time response the engineering version, referred to as the inherent optical property (IOP) GAT throughout this work, assumed
no in-water scattering. To validate the IOP GAT, a GAT with a more rigorous inwater radiative transfer model was developed. The development of the Hydrolight
GAT, which uses the Hydrolight Software Package to provide the water-leaving radiance, is discussed in this section.
The GAT was created as a flight planning aid that would allow for near real-time
prediction of in-scene glint and successful object detection (or parameter retrieval).
Several key principles were used to guide the development of both the IOP GAT
and Hydrolight GAT tools:
1. Maximize Simplicity of Use. Because most flight planners/pilots/or satellite
operators are not imaging scientists, the primary goal of the tool was to create a
useful, accurate tool. The tool must be easily interpreted, such that it was obvious
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to the flight planner when the optimal time/location would be to image the scene.
2. Maximize response time. To make the tool useful, the interface had to be
responsive and capable to providing real-time (or near real-time) results to the
users.
3. Minimize the Number of Inputs. The GAT needs to provide accurate predictions of both in-scene glint and detectability. However, as discussed previously, a
large number of variables factor into glint avoidance and in-water detectability. The
backbone of the GAT is made up of established tools and algorithms that rely on
information readily available to planners.
Both GATs takes advantage of five existing models. First, the slope probability
model provides a surface geometry prediction based on the Cox and Munk model [3].
The second model provides an estimate of surface-reaching irradiance based on the
Gregg and Carder atmosphere model [13]. The RADTRANX approach is the same
model used within the Hydrolight Software Package to be discussed in more detail
later in this chapter [24]. Next, a ray-tracing model was used to combine the results
from the slope and atmospheric models to provide a predictive glint map. To create
the detectability measure, two in-water radiative transfer models were explored; one
uses the IOP without in-water scattering, the second uses a Hydrolight look-up table
(LUT) accounting for in-water scattering. The individual models are combined, and
user provided thresholds are utilized to create the final output. Additionally, a
simple sensor model was created to support analysts in data exploitation.

2.1

Interpreting the GAT

As discussed above, two tools were developed in this effort. Figure 2.1 shows the
output from the two GATs. The IOP GAT is pictured on the left and the Hydrolight
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GAT is pictured on the right. The tools use a reticle design which assumes the object
is in the center of the plot and the position of the sensor is plotted around the object
of interest. The sensor is always pointed toward the center of the reticle. The reticle
design was selected because it resulted in the easiest interpretability for professional
flight planners familar with the reticle design. For a known location on the earth
and/or object of interest, the flight planners can select the appropriate sensor look
angle and azimuth. The glint keep-out regions are masked, designated in red on
the IOP GAT and blue in the Hydrolight GAT. The keep-out regions are the sensor
locations where imagery will have an unacceptable amount of glint, based on the
user defined glint threshold. The sensor locations resulting in the highest contrast
are indicated by bright green in the IOP GAT and darker red in the Hydrolight
GAT. These areas are typically located directly above the object at the center of
the reticle.

Figure 2.1: Shows the different parts of the IOP GAT( left) and Hydrolight GAT (right).
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Slope Probability Model

The slope probability model implements the Cox and Munk slope distribution to
create a probability density function based on the surface wind speed [3]. Still
regarded as the benchmark for statistical surface modeling, the Cox and Munk model
was developed using data collected over the open ocean at wind speeds ranging from
1-14 m/s. The data was collected using an aircraft and further augmented by ground
truth from an observer within the scene [3].
Cox and Munk analyzed the intensity on the images they collected and determined the slope (Zx and Zy ) at each point using the Fresnel reflectance. The
distributions where analyzed and a Gram-Charlier expansion was fit to real-world
observations. Equation 2.1 describes the probability of a slope occurring, where ζ is
the surface slope in either the x or y direction and σ is the variance in the upwind
(x) and crosswind (y) directions. The inputs required for the Cox and Munk model
are shown in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1: List of inputs required for Cox and Munk model (wind direction is measure
east of north).
Input

Units

Wind Speed

m/s

Wind Direction

degrees

1
1
∗ exp(− (X 2 + Y 2 ))
2πσx σy
2
ζx
ζy
X = ;Y =
σx
σy

po (X, Y |U ) =

(2.1)
(2.2)

The upwind and cross wind variances depend on the wind speed at 12.5 meters
above the surface (U ) and are calculated using Equations 2.3 and 2.4.
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1

σx = (0.00316 ∗ U ) 2

(2.3)
1

σy = (0.003 + 0.00192 ∗ U ) 2

(2.4)

In addition to the surface slope variance, the peakedness and skewness are dependent on the wind speed. These surface components are accounted for by modifying
Equation 2.1 by Equation 2.5.

1
1
1
p =po [1 − c21 (Y 2 − 1)X − c03 (X 3 − 3X) + (Y 4 − 6Y 2 ) + 3)
2
6
24
1
1
+ c22 (Y 2 − 1)(X 2 − 1) + c04 (X 4 − 6X 2 + 3)]
4
24

(2.5)

Where X and Y are the slopes divided by the upwind and cross wind variance
in Equation 2.2.
The coefficients related to skewness are calculated using Equations 2.6 and 2.7.
The peakedness coefficients are show in Equations 2.8 through 2.10 [32].

c21 = 0.01 − 0.0086U

(2.6)

c03 = 0.04 − 0.033U

(2.7)

c40 = 0.40

(2.8)

c22 = 0.12

(2.9)

c04 = 0.23

(2.10)

The output from the slope probability model is a list of expected three dimensional surface normals and the probability of each slope occurring. The surface
normals are passed to the ray-tracing model, discussed in Section 2.4. The probabilities are used to create the glint avoidance masks discussed in Section 2.7.
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(b) Wind Speed = 9 m/s

Figure 2.2: Example probability density function output from the Cox and Munk wave
slope distribution model. (a) Wind speed = 2 m/s, (b) Wind speed = 9 m/s

2.3

Surface-Reaching Radiance Model

Two tools were considered for the surface-reaching radiance model. MODTRAN was
considered for its accuracy and high level of acceptance and familiarity within the
remote sensing community. However, the Gregg and Carder RADTRANX model
was chosen over MODTRAN due to its simplicity, limited inputs, and computational
efficiency. The RADTRANX inputs can be seen in Table 2.2. One of the primary
benefits to the model, aside from the limited number of inputs, is the computational
efficiency. The model runs in real-time and only references a small look-up table for
run parameters and constants. The RADTRANX model is used in the Hydrolight
software package as the surface-reaching radiance model. The model created by
Gregg and Carder is an extension of a land-based aerosol model but incorporates
maritime specific parameters [13].
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Table 2.2: List of user inputs required for Gregg and Carder RADTRANX model.
Input

Units

Location

Lat-Lon

Time of Day

UTC hr-min-sec

Pressure

mm-hg

Air-Mass Type

N/A

Relative Humidity

%

Precipitable Water

cm

Mean Wind Speed

m/s

Current Wind Speed

m/s

Visibility

km

Total Ozone

DU

The model outputs a direct solar irradiance and a diffuse sky irradiance from
300nm through 1000nm in 1nm steps. An example plot can be seen in Figure 2.3.
To calculate the distribution of sky irradiance, Equation 2.11 was used, where θ are
the degrees from the sun, Eo is the total diffuse irradiance, and C is a measure of
radiance distribution. Values of C can range from 0 (uniform sky) to 2 (cardioidal
sky). This method of diffuse radiance distribution is the same used within the
Hydrolight model [24]. While the C value can be modified, it is typically set to
zero because this represents the worst case scenario for this application, maximizing
direct solar glint.

Edif f use = Eo [1 + C ∗ cos(θ)]

2.4

(2.11)

Ray Tracing and Surface Reflectance

Ray tracing is traditionally used for creating images of three-dimensional models
which involve complex interactions with light sources and/or objects within a scene.
The basic ray tracing principle used in the GAT is the process of following rays from
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Figure 2.3: Example spectral plot from surface-reaching radiance model used in GAT.
[Inputs: P= 30 mm-hg; AM = 1; RH = 0%; Precipitable Water = 2.5cm; Wind Speed =
9m/s; Visibility = 40km]

the sensor through its interaction with the water surface, defined by the collection
of surface slopes from Section 2.2 and converted to surface normals (N̂ ) using Equations 2.12 through 2.15. The direction of the reflected rays determines whether the
rays interact with the solar hemisphere (made up from the direct and diffuse solar
irradiance from Section 2.3) [31]. Additionally, the ray trace model incorporates the
sensor positions as defined by the user, see Table 2.3.
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∗ −Zx
Zx + Zy2 + 1
1
∗ −Zy
ny = p 2
Zx + Zy2 + 1
1
nz = p 2
∗1
Zx + Zy2 + 1
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(2.12)
(2.13)
(2.14)

where
N̂ = nx î + ny ĵ + nz k̂

(2.15)

Table 2.3: List of user inputs required for ray tracing model.
Input

Units

Look Angle Range

Degrees

Azimuth Range

Degrees

Altitude

m

For every sensor position, the ray tracing model sends a ray from the position of
the sensor (Ŝ) to each facet normal from Section 2.2. The model then calculates the
direction of specular reflection (R̂) using Equation 2.16 [31]. The Fresnel surfacereflectance is calculated using Equation 2.17 from [36].

R̂ = Ŝ + (2 ∗ N̂ ∗ (−N̂ · Ŝ))

1 (g − c)2
(c(g + c) − 1)2
(1
+
)
2 (g + c)2
(c(g − c) + 1)2
nwater
g = sqrt(
− 1 + c2 )
nair

r(Ŝ, N̂ ) =

c = |Ŝ · N̂ |

(2.16)

(2.17)
(2.18)
(2.19)
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After the direction of specular reflection and reflectance of each facet is calculated at each sensor position, the reflection vectors (R̂) are analyzed to determine
which rays reflect within the hemisphere and identify rays intersecting the solar disk.
These calculations were done with simple dot products. The radiance attached to
rays intersection the solar disk were calculated using Equation 2.20, where Edirect is
the direct solar irradiance from Section 2.3. The radiance associated with rays intersecting the sky hemisphere, but not the solar disk, was calculated using Equation
2.21.

Edirect
∗ r(Ŝ, N̂ )
π

(2.20)

Edif f use
∗ (1 + C ∗ cos(θ)) ∗ r(Ŝ, N̂ )
π

(2.21)

Lsun =
Lsky =

The output from the ray tracing process is a radiance for every surface slope at
each sensor position. To minimize computational complexity, only single bounces
from the surface were considered. For example, surface slopes that result in reflected
rays that intersect below the horizon and not the sky dome are given null values for
radiance, instead of determining a combination of bounces that would result in the
facet reflecting a sky/sun ray back to the sensor.

2.5

In-water Radiative Transfer Calculation

To calculate the detectability parameters, two methods were tested. First, an approach that used open ocean case 1 water inherent optical properties (IOPs) was
developed. This approach, utilizes case 1 water IOPs from [22] to calculate the
radiance leaving the water volume. This first approach does not take into account
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in-water scattering, but gives the user the ability to adequately define the expected
water/object/atmospheric conditions.
The second approach uses a HydroLight generated look-up table(LUT). The
use of Hydrolight provides an accurate calculation of water-leaving radiance that
includes in-water scattering. The model is well accepted by the maritime remote
sensing community and Hydrolight LUT approaches have been used for in-water
remote sensing applications such as parameter retrieval [8], [27], and others. Ideally,
Hydrolight would be capable of running in the background and provide near realtime result for the GAT inputs. However, the run time for complex water types and
NIR wavelengths is too long to meet the goal of a near real-time tool as desired in
this work. The Hydrolight LUT water-leaving radiance model is used to validate
the fast model that does not use in-water scattering.
For both water-leaving radiance calculation methods, the models were limited to
case 1 waters. Case 1 waters are characterized by high concentration of phytoplankton relative to inorganic particles. Therefore, case 1 waters can be modeled using the
chlorophyll a concentration as a single input and primary water constituent, whereas
case 2 waters require more knowledge of the water IOPs to model accurately [23].
Case 2 waters are dominated by in-organic substances such as colored-dissolved organic matter (CDOM) and inorganic suspended materials in addition to chlorophyll
[8]. Case 2 waters were excluded from this work for simplicity as the focus was on
glint avoidance and/or glint compensation.

2.5.1

Hydrolight Overview

The Hydrolight software package is a numerical radiative transfer model, similar
to MODTRAN but specializing in the computational radiance distributions (and
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other derived quantities) for natural waters. Hydrolight computes the radiance at
points within the water column and upwelled radiance leaving the water column.
The package is flexible and applies to a large number of water types. As mentioned
previously, a case 1 water type was selected for this work to simplify modeling and
computations. The ”New Case 1” water model in Hydrolight was selected because
of its use of updated models and data. The model is based on several published
models that combine to provide absorption, scattering and other IOPs for wavelengths from 300nm to 800nm with the highest confidence level between 350:700nm.
Beyond 700nm, the absorption coefficient is assumed zero [25]. The absorption and
scattering models are driven only by the chlorophyll a concentration[25], minimizing
the number of user defined inputs.

2.5.2

Sensitivity Analysis

To understand the variability of the water-leaving radiance in the Hydrolight lookup tables, a sensitivity analysis was conducted to measure the dependence of key
inputs. The variables included in these analyses are: wind speed, chlorophyll a
concentration, solar zenith, surface depth, and surface reflectance. The range of
values can be seen in Table 2.4.
Table 2.4: Parameters and ranges used for sensitivity analysis.
Reflectance

Solar Zenith

ChlA Concentration

Wind Speed

Depth

Reflectance

0.02:0.25

30

1

0

10

Solar Zenith

0.1

0:80

1

0

10

ChlA Concentration

0.1

30

0.25:2

0

10

Wind Speed

0.1

30

1

0:15

10

Depth

0.1

30

1

0

2:24

Determining the impact of modifying each parameter from Table 2.4 on contrast, the water-leaving radiance of a fully resolved object pixel and infinitely deep
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background were calculated. The Weber contrast ratio, Equation 2.22, was chosen
because the visual system is best suited to detect variations between the background
and object as opposed to absolute intensity. Weber contrast is used as a measure
of pattern detection for small sharp-edged objects against a large uniform background [1]. LB is the mean water-leaving hemispherical radiance from an infinitely
deep body of water and LT is the mean water-leaving hemispherical radiance from
a submerged object. When the object is brighter than the background, the Weber
contrast is positive. When the object is darker than the background, the contrast
is negative; for example, very clear water will likely appear darker than the object.
Figures 2.4 through 2.8 show the contrast for each of the varied parameters of the
WorldView-3 bands in Table 2.5.

Contrast =

LT − LB
LB

(2.22)

Table 2.5: WorldView-3 bands used for sensitivity study [9]
Band

Wavelengths

Coastal

400:450 nm

Blue

450:510 nm

Green

510:580 nm

Yellow

585:625 nm

Red

630:690 nm

By inspecting Figures 2.4 through 2.8 several observations can be made. First,
the key parameters affecting the contrast between object and background are depth,
wind speed, chlorophyll a concentration, and reflectance with sun position contributing to a lesser amount (although not insignificant). The implementation of the Cox
and Munk wave slope distribution within Hydrolight does not result in a significant
variation of water-leaving radiance as seen in Figure 2.5. An interesting result can
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be seen in Figure 2.6 where a contrast inversion occurs for very dark objects (< 2%
reflectance). The inversion may appear in imagery if the object is darker than the
surrounding background as in this case. Objects with reflectances less than two
percent are unlikely, but this inversion occurs in case 2 waters. The point at which
the inversion occurs is dependent on sensor bands, depth, and water constituents.
Based on the results, a batch run of Hydrolight parameters was created to develop
the look-up table. Table 2.6 shows the parameters chosen to populate the look-up
table.

Figure 2.4: Plot of contrast vs. mean hemispherical water-leaving radiance for varying
depths.
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Figure 2.5: Plot of contrast vs. mean hemispherical water-leaving radiance for varying
wind speeds.

Figure 2.6: Plot of contrast vs. mean hemispherical water-leaving radiance for varying
bottom reflectances.
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Figure 2.7: Plot of contrast vs. mean hemispherical water-leaving radiance for varying
chlorophyll a concentration.

Figure 2.8: Plot of contrast vs. mean hemispherical water-leaving radiance for varying
solar zenith positions.
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Table 2.6: List of Hydrolight parameters used to populate water volume leaving radiance
look up table for reflective bottom.
Parameter

Values

Unit

Reflectance

0.02,0.05,0.10,0.15,0.20

Unitless

Solar Zenith

0,5,10,20,30,40,50,60,70,80

Deg

Turbidity

0.25,0.5,1,1.5,2,2.5

mgChl
m3

Wind Speed

0

m/s

Depth

2,6,10,14,18,22,26

m

To implement these concepts into the GAT, selecting the proper water-leaving radiance from the LUT is done by matching the user defined parameters to the closest
LUT run parameters using the minimum Euclidean distance. The water-leaving radiance output from Hydrolight is provided at only 10 elevation angles (0-87.5 degrees
measured from the horizon) and 24 azimuth angles (0-345 degrees measured from
the solar azimuth). Therefore, once the parameter-matched background and object
tables are selected, the water-leaving radiance is interpolated using near-neighbor
to match the sensor positions.
Several improvements could be made to this approach to increase the accuracy
of the water-leaving radiance model. First, the appropriate tables could be selected
using a more elegant approach that weighs the impact of each parameter based on
the effect it has on contrast. Also, the interpolation between Hydrolight output
sampling and sensor position sampling could be done in a manner that smooths
data points, allowing for a more uniform fall-off of water-leaving radiance. Finer
resolution of Hydrolight runs could also improve the accuracy of the water-leaving
radiance. Currently, the greatest source of error with this approach is neglecting to
account for the increase in path length through the water as the sensor moves away
from zenith, as evident in Figure 2.4.
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Sensor Model

A simple sensor model was created to support threshold settings. The model outputs
total signal in digital counts (DC) and signal in DC for each component (diffuse sky
radiance, direct solar radiance, and water-leaving radiance). Using the inputs in
Table 2.7 and Equation 2.23 from [6] allows for an expected contrast with respect
to sensor quantization and other sensor specific losses such as quantum efficiency
(QE) and optical transmission (τoptics ). While this is a generalized sensor model, it
could be refined using a more complete model of a real-world imaging system.
Table 2.7: List of inputs required for simple sensor model (*indicates separate input for
each band).
Input

Units

Number of Bands

N/A

Band Width*(∆λ)

nm

Band Centers*(λ)

nn

Optical Transmission*(τoptics )

%

Sensor Area(Ad )

m2

f#

unitless

Exposure Time (texp )

sec

QE*

electrons/photon

s(Zx , Zy ) =

Dynamic Range

unitless

Well Depth

electrons

πAd texp
QEτoptics L(Zx , Zy )λ∆λ
4f #2 hc

(2.23)

Figure 2.9 highlights the benefit of having a sensor model included as part of the
thresholding. The figure shows how quickly contrast is reduced with depth and increasing chlorophyll content. Based on the system used and collection requirements,
a chart of this type can be used to support threshold settings.
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Figure 2.9: Array of expected contrast between a 15% lambertian object and an infinitely
deep background for varying depth and chlorophyll concentration. The figure uses the
sensor model discussed above.

2.7

Threshold and Masking

To create the final GAT maps, a series of probabilistic and radiometric thresholds
are used to define keep-out collection geometries and calculate the expected contrast between reflective objects and an infinitely deep background. The collection
geometry keep-out regions are masked using two criteria: 1. a direct solar glint
probability and 2. a sky glint probability. The masked keep-out regions augment
the detectability map, which is a contrast measure between object and background.
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Solar Glint Mask

The solar glint mask is created by thresholding the probability of direct solar glint
at a given sensor position. The total probability of direct solar glint is found by
summing the probability of each facet resulting in a ray intersecting the solar disk.
The probability is calculated for every surface slope (Zx , Zy ) at every sensor position
(Sx , Sy ) from the ray tracing model. Then, at every sensor location (Sx , Sy ) the
probabilities (p(Sx , Sy )) exceeding the user defined threshold (pthreshold ) are masked
as a keep-out region using Equation 2.25 to create a logical mask. An example glint
probability map and glint mask can be seen in Figure 2.10.

pglint (Sx , Sy ) =

X

p(Zx , Zy )

(2.24)

where (Zx , Zy ) results in a direct solar glint

M askglint (Sx , Sy ) = 1 for pglint (Sx , Sy ) < pthreshold
and
M askglint (Sx , Sy ) = 0 for pglint (Sx , Sy ) ≥ pthreshold

(2.25)
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(b) Glint Mask After Threshold

Figure 2.10: Example glint probability and glint mask for 20.5 ◦ solar zenith, 270.2 ◦ solar
azimuth, wind speed = 9m/s, and glint threshold = 1E-3.

2.7.2

Sky Glint Mask

Because Fresnel reflectance increases when imaging the surface with increasing distance from nadir, the sky reflected surface-leaving radiance can begin to obscure
the water-leaving radiance. To account for this, a sky mask is added using the
total radiance signal reaching the sensor. Equation 2.26 is used to calculate the
ratio of diffuse sensor reaching radiance (LDif f use ) to water-leaving radiance of the
background (LBackground ). The probability for all radiance ratios exceeding a set
threshold are summed (Equation 2.27). This provides the probability the scene contains a greater than allowable ratio of diffuse sky radiance to water-leaving radiance
(pdif f use ). A logical map (M askdif f use ) is created by thresholding the probability the
radiance ratio will occur as in Equation 2.28. Figure 2.11 shows an example of the
diffuse sky radiance mask before and after the probability thresholding operation.
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LDif f use
LBackground

(2.26)

p(Lratio ≥ Lratiomax )

(2.27)

Lratio (Sx , Sy |Zx , Zy ) =
pdif f use (Sx , Sy ) =

X
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M askdif f use (Sx , Sy ) = 1 for pdif f use (Sx , Sy ) < pthreshold
and

(2.28)

M askdif f use (Sx , Sy ) = 0 for pdif f use (Sx , Sy ) ≥ pthreshold

(a) Radiance ratio probability before thresh-

(b) Radaiance ratio mask after threshold

old

Figure 2.11: Example diffuse radiance ratio probability and diffuse radiance ratio mask
for the blue band with: 20.5 ◦ solar zenith, 270.2 ◦ solar azimuth, wind speed = 9m/s,
maximum radiance ratio = 2, and diffuse ratio probability threshold = 0.5E-4.

2.7.3

Detectability Map

The detectability map is created by using the NER and contrast between the waterleaving radiance of the object (LObj ) and background (LBackground ). The NER contrast is calculated using Equation 2.29. If the SNR contrast ratio (SN RContrast ) fall
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below the user-defined SNR threshold then the NER mask is set to zero for that
sensor position. For all sensor positions where the SNR is greater than the threshold, the contrast values are maintained as in Equation 2.30. Figure 2.12, shows the
contrast maps before and after thresholding.

SN RContrast =

LBright − LDark
N ER

(2.29)

M askN ER = 0 for SN RContrast ≤ SN RT hreshold
and

(2.30)

M askN ER = SN RContrast for SN RContrast > SN RT hreshold
(2.31)

(a) SNR Contrast

(b) NER Mask After Threshold

Figure 2.12: Example SNR contrast and NER mask for the blue band with: 20.5 ◦ solar
W
zenith, 270.2 ◦ solar azimuth, wind speed = 9m/s, SNR = 5E-4 2 and SNR contrast
m sr
threshold = 100.
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Combined Mapping

The final map is produced by multiplying the glint mask (M askGlint ), diffuse mask
(M askDif f use ), and NER mask (M askN ER ). The final map shows keep-out areas
(zero values) and a gradient that distinguish areas of higher contrast from areas of
lower contrast. Figure 2.13a shows an example of the IOP GAT output and Figure
2.13b shows an example of the Hydrolight LUT GAT output with the input parameters in Figure 2.14. As can be seen, both GAT outputs look very similar. However,
due to the less accurate method using IOP and not calculating in-scattering, the
detectability map in the IOP GAT is slightly less accurate. This will be discussed
further in Section 3.

(a) IOP GAT

(b) Hydrolight GAT

Figure 2.13: Comparison of the IOP GAT and Hydrolight GAT for the blue band with:
20.5 ◦ solar zenith, 270.2 ◦ solar azimuth, wind speed = 9m/s.
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Chapter 3
Validation of the Glint Avoidance
Tool
3.1

Methodology/Assumptions

The IOP GAT was validated against real-world imagery to ensure the glint mask
accurately predicts the density and location of direct solar glint. Kucera International Inc. wide angle very high resolution RGB imagery (< 0.1m GSD) was used to
provide a wide angular diversity of glint. The next validation was to cross-validate
the IOP GAT with the Hydrolight GAT. As discussed previously, the IOP GAT [7]
and uses a faster and simpler in-water model. By visually comparing the two tools,
which are based on similar concepts but have slight variations in implementation
(i.e. the IOP GAT does not incorporate in-water scattering), a degree of confidence
that both models are performing correctly is obtained.
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GAT to Real-World Imagery

The IOP GAT was compared to real-world imagery by unwrapping the Kucera data
based on the angular position (sensor zenith vs. sensor azimuth) of each pixel to
match the unwrapped glint probability. The resulting remapping can be seen in
Figures 3.1 through 3.3.

Figure 3.1: The unwrapped GAT glint probability map compared to real-world imagery.
Top left: IOP GAT output for time of collection and solar position of real-world imagery
collection. Left image: Kucera International RGB image collected with a solar zenith of
15◦ and solar azimuth of 175◦ . Top right: unwrapped modeled glint probability map.
Bottom right: unwrapped image data shaded by pixel intensity (red is highest, blue is
lowest).
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Figure 3.2: The unwrapped GAT glint probability map compared to real-world imagery.
Top left: IOP GAT output for time of collection and solar position of real-world imagery
collection. Left image: Kucera International RGB image collected with a solar zenith of
36◦ and solar azimuth of 195◦ . Top right: unwrapped modeled glint probability map.
Bottom right: unwrapped image data shaded by pixel intensity (red is highest, blue is
lowest).
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Figure 3.3: The unwrapped GAT glint probability map compared to real-world imagery.
Top left: IOP GAT output for time of collection and solar position of real-world imagery
collection. Left image: Kucera International RGB image collected with a solar zenith
of 50◦ and solar azimuth of 93◦ . Top right: unwrapped modeled glint probability map.
Bottom right: unwrapped image data shaded by pixel intensity (red is highest, blue is
lowest).

By inspecting Figure 3.1 through 3.3, the IOP GAT matches well with the shape
and intensity of the unwrapped image data. There is a slight shift in the location
of the highest intensity glint between the unwrapped IOP GAT and unwrapped
image. This is most evident in Figure 3.3 where the wind speed is low and the
amount of glint within the scene is small. The shift is likely caused by the unknown
parameter of wind direction. Because of limited amount of real-world imagery, a
thorough analysis with ground truth of wind speed and atmospheric conditions was
not possible. However, the results give a high confidence level that the method of
predicting glint probability is accurate.
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Chapter 4
DIRSIG Modeling of Maritime
Scenes
4.1

Motivation

Due to a lack of real-world imagery over case 1 waters and ground truth of the wave
surface and water-leaving radiance a method of creating synthetic maritime scenes
was needed. The synthetic imagery has several benefits over real-world imagery.
First, we are able to control all input parameters (e.g. wind speed, atmosphere, inwater constituents, sensor position, etc.). Second, synthetic imagery allows for exact
knowledge of the wave surface geometry at the time of image collection. Finally, synthetic DIRSIG imagery provides sensor-reaching radiance without sensor artifacts
(i.e. noise, smear, optical MTF, and band-to-band temporal offset) or processing
artifacts (e.g. misregistration). By using synthetic imagery without artifacts, we
can determine which artifacts have the greatest impact on maritime remote sensing
imagery.
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To create synthetic maritime scenes in DIRSIG, an accurate model of the ocean
wave surface (i.e. capable of creating an accurate wave surface and accurate temporal
changes in the wave surface) needed to be developed. Temporal changes in the wave
surface cause multi-spectral sensors, without optically registered spectral bands,
to image the wave surface at different times. If the time delay between bands is
great enough, the resulting imagery can have significant variation in sensor-reaching
radiance on a pixel-by-pixel basis making band-to-band image processing techniques
difficult or impossible. The benefit of using synthetically generated scenes over realworld imagery is the ability to have knowledge and control of the wave surface
geometry. This knowledge allows the user to analyze the changes between bands
and assess the impacts on post-processing algorithms.
In addition to the benefits of synthetic wave surface modeling, DIRSIG also uses
photon mapping techniques to model the water volume [12], [11], [34]. Photon mapping enables scattering within water. It accounts for inelastic and elastic scattering
into and out of the ray path, and true absorption and emissions from the water
volume. The photon mapping technique has been demonstrated to produce very
realistic results when applied to water [34]. However, for large scenes and/or large
quantities of scenes (such as those needed for this study) photon mapping is currently too computationally intensive to be used. This led to the development of the
Hydrolight water back-end for DIRSIG used for this study. This implementation
will be discussed shortly.
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DIRSIG Overview
Principles

The Digital Imaging and Remote Sensing Image Generation (DIRSIG) model is a
synthetic image generation software package capable of producing imagery in a variety of image modalities. These include wavelengths in the visible through thermal
regions for broad-band, multispectral and hyperspectral imagery products. This
is accomplished through first principle radiation propagation models [17]. DIRSIG
uses 3D modeling to create realistic scenes attributed with accurate material properties for each surface and recent development has enabled DIRSIG to support in-scene
motion simulation. The combination of existing capabilities and a dynamic wave
model allows for modeling of a high-resolution multispectral sensor and realistic sea
surfaces.

4.3

Dynamic Wave Model

The DIRSIG dynamic wave model uses one of two wave spectra combined with a
COS2S spreading function to define the frequency components and shape of the
waves. The spectra are model based, relying on accelerometer data collected in different locations across the ocean, under varying conditions. The wave spectra models
implemented within the DIRSIG Dynamic Wave Model are both one-dimensional
wave spectra [16]. One-dimensional wave spectrum data is collected experimentally
using accelerators and/or pressure sensors to measure wave motion but these sensors
are not able to provide data on the direction of motion or linearity of ocean waves.
To modify the one-dimensional wave spectrum for use in the dynamic wave model,
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the COS2S spreading function is used [30].

4.3.1

Pierson-Moskowitz Spectrum

The Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum assumes fully developed seas where waves are
generated entirely by wind acting uniformly on a water body over a long period of
time and over a large area [16]. Fully developed seas are defined at the point where
wind and waves come into equilibrium [35]. The spectrum for a given wind speed is
given by Equation 4.1. While the Pierson-Moskowitz Spectrum is included within
DIRSIG, it was not used in this work since the JONSWAP spectrum assumptions
more closely fit the scope of the project.

5 f −4
(
)
EP M (f ) = αP M g 2 (2π)−4 f −5 exp 4 fP M
−

where
αP M = 0.0081
fP M =

(4.1)

0.14g
U19.5

U19.5 = wind speed at 19.5 meters above the sea surface

4.3.2

Joint North Sea Wave Observation Project Spectrum

The Joint North Sea Wave Observation Project (JONSWAP) spectrum differs from
the Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum by including non-linear effects, avoiding the assumption of a fully developed sea [14]. These non-linear effects require the knowledge of fetch (distance wind acts on the body of water)[35]. The JONSWAP spectrum is a standard in many disciplines such as maritime vessel design and other
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oceanographic engineering/science uses [16]. The JONSWAP spectrum modifies the
Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum in Equation 4.1 through the incorporation of a fetch
term as show in Equation 4.2.

5 f −4
f /(fpeak − 1)
(
) )
)]
exp[−0.5(
2
−4 −5
4
f
peak
σ
EJON SW AP (f ) = αP M g (2π) f exp
(4.2)
∗γ
−

where
2
U10
)0.22 where F = fetch
Fg
g 2 1/3
fpeak = 22(
)
U10 g

α = 0.076(

γ = peak-enhancement factor
γ = 3.3
σ = peak-width factor
σ = 0.07for f ≤ fpeak σ = 0.09 for f > fpeak

4.3.3

Spreading Function

To create a two-dimensional wave energy model from either the 1-D Pierson-Moskowitz
or JONSWAP spectrum, an angular distribution function must be applied to the
one-dimensional spectrum. Describing a wave surface requires a spectrum expressed
in two dimensions. The DIRSIG dynamic wave model uses the COS2S function
and provides the angular distribution (D(θ)) of the wave energy (EJON SW AP (f ))
or (EP M (f )). Therefore, the wave surface can be described in both frequency and
angular distribution by E(f, θ) = EJON SW AP (f ) • D(θ).
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(4.3)

where θ0 = wind direction

4.3.4

Wave Surface Creation

To create the 3D synthetic wave surface for the DIRSIG dynamic wave model, the
power spectrum is calculated by multiplying Equations 4.2 and 4.3. Then, the
Fourier transform of white noise is taken. The amplitude of the noise is multiplied
by the power spectrum E(f, θ) and the modulated amplitude information is recombined with the original phase information. Once re-combined, the frequency data
is transformed back to the space domain resulting in a synthetic three-dimensional
height field. Once the surface is facetized and scaled by the appropriate Beaufort
scale height, relating wave height to ocean wind speed, the height field can be used
to accurately create synthetic open-ocean images within DIRSIG [16].

4.4
4.4.1

Validation of Wave Surface Models
Methodology

To validate DIRSIG’s dynamic wave model two methodologies were chosen. First,
the distribution of surface slopes is compared to the Cox and Munk slope distribution
for a given wind speed. The second method of surface model validation compares the
glint probability map from the GAT to the amount of glint in DIRSIG images given
the same sun/sensor geometries. By tuning the spread term ’S’ from Equation 4.3,
an optimal surface was selected that gives high confidence that the synthetic wave
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surface created in DIRSIG will correspond well to real-world imaging scenarios.

4.4.2

Slope Distribution Validation

To extract the slope distribution of the wave surface from the synthetic wave surface,
the DIRSIG average surface normal truth output was used. The average surface
normals are calculated by averaging all normals from the wave facets within each
pixel. The normals were converted to slopes using Equation 4.4 where n is the 3D
normal vector n = nx i + ny j + nz k.

Zx = −

nx
ny
; Zy = −
nz
nz

(4.4)

A 3D histogram is created from the DIRSIG slopes for each combination of wind
speed and spread term. The 3D DIRSIG histogram(HDIRSIG|W S,S ) is compared to
the Cox and Munk histogram (HC&M |W S,S ) with the same bin distribution using
the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence method in Equation 4.5 which estimates the
amount of information lost between the two distributions [2]. The data were captured using the settings in Table 4.1. By comparing the wave slope distribution
plots in Figures 4.1 through 4.3, the change in slope distribution can be seen for
three spread terms. At a ”S” value of 1, the distribution is slightly more random
and has a greater spread, see Figure 4.1. The distribution for S=6 (Figure 4.2) is
slightly closer to the prediction of the Cox and Munk model. As the spread term
increases and the waves become more structured and move in a linear path, the
slopes are distributed along the Y-Slope axis instead of that predicted by the Cox
and Munk model, see Figure 4.3.
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X
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(4.5)

Table 4.1: List of inputs for analysis of DIRSIG slope distribution for varying wind speeds
and spread terms.
DIRSIG Parameter

Value/Setting

Wind Speed (m/s)

3,6,9,12,15

S

1,3,6,9,12,15,18,21

Spectrum

JONSWAP

Spread

COS2S

Elements/meter

34

Direction (deg E of N)

180

Gamma

3.3

Fetch(m)

1E6

GSD(m)

0.1

Sensor Position

Nadir

Sub-Sampling

10x10

Sensor Size (pixels)

256x256

Slope Range

-1:1

Bin Size

0.01

(a) Cox & Munk Slope Distribution

(b) DIRSIG Slope Distribution

Figure 4.1: Slope distribution comparison for wind speed = 9 m/s and S = 1.
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(b) DIRSIG Slope Distribution

Figure 4.2: Slope distribution comparison for wind speed = 9 m/s and S = 6.

(a) Cox & Munk Slope Distribution

(b) DIRSIG Slope Distribution

Figure 4.3: Slope distribution comparison for wind speed = 9 m/s and S = 18.

The KL-divergence for each wind speed and spread combination are plotted
to determine the optimal spread term which minimizes the KL-divergence when
compared to the Cox and Munk slope distribution. By inspection of Figure 4.4,
the optimal spread value ”S” is 6. While the error is not the lowest across all
wind speeds, it is the most well behaved through the range tested. Based on these
results, a spread term of 6 was used for all simulations in this work using the DIRSIG
dynamic wave model.
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Figure 4.4: Plot of KL-divergence for various wind speeds and spread values.

4.4.3

Glint Density Validation

To further validate the DIRSIG wave model against the Glint Avoidance Tool
(GAT), synthetic images were created at various collection geometries coinciding
with the collection geometries of the GAT for a fixed wind speed and solar position.
Using the DIRSIG uniform atmosphere, the sky contribution of radiance onto the
wave surface was set to zero. Setting the sky radiance contribution to zero allows
easy identification of pixels containing facet orientations resulting in direct solar
radiance. The water-leaving radiance is also set to zero, therefore, only pixels containg direct solar glint contain radiance information. The density plot is created by
counting every pixel with a radiance greater than zero as glint. The total solar glint
contaminated pixels for each image were plotted according to the sensor location.
Comparing the GAT glint density map in Figure 4.5a to the DIRSIG glint density
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map in Figure 4.5b shows the results are very similar.

(a) GAT Glint Probability

(b) DIRSIG Glint Density

Figure 4.5: Comparison of GAT and DIRSIG glint density for wind speed = 9 m/s and a
solar zenith of 20.5 deg and solar azimuth of 270.2 deg east of north.

A high confidence level can be placed on the DIRSIG wave surface model based
on the results from the surface normal comparison to the Cox and Munk model
and the GAT glint probability map comparison to the DIRSIG glint density. With
an accurate wave surface validated, the dynamic wave motion was included in the
DIRSIG model and considered suitable for remaining studies in this work.

4.5

Modeling of Dynamic Wave Scenes with BandDelayed MS Imagery

Investigating the impact of temporally separated bands imaging maritime scenes
was one of the primary objectives for creating a validated wave model. Most object detection, anomaly detection, and parameter retrieval algorithms rely on the
assumption that each band is imaging the same scene (with no temporal variation)
and each band can be perfectly registered to one another. For this work we as-
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sume each band has perfect spatial registration to one another. Even with perfect
spatial registration, the sea surface changes rapidly from band-to-band. The wave
surface changes cause the greatest issue with pushbroom systems where the bands
are not optically registered. This is a very common design for both satellites and
airborne imagering systems. To demonstrate the possible changes between frames, a
single pixel with a GSD of 0.01 meters was followed at a frame rate of 1000Hz using
simulated DIRSIG data. The DIRSIG truth data shows the surface changes over
a short time period. Figure 4.6 shows the rate-of-change in degrees/second from
frame-to-frame. The rate-of-change is dominated by the macro-wave surface, but
on closer inspection the small variations can be attributed to the effect of capillary
waves. Figure 4.7 shows the degrees from zenith of the surface normal vector. As
the wave surface being captured reaches its peak (between frames 900-1000) the
surface normal approaches zero, coinciding with the rapid rate-of-change apparent
in Figure 4.7. Figure 4.8 shows the change in X and Y slope from frame-to-frame.
The X and Y slopes begin to diverge as the wave reaches its crest.

Figure 4.6: Plot of the rate-of-change from frame-to-frame in degrees/second.
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Figure 4.7: Plot of degrees from the zenith normal vector of the mean surface normal for
the single pixel.

Figure 4.8: Change in X and Y slopes from frame-to-frame.
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Imaging System Model
Model Overview

Incorporating real-world sources of error into the synthetic imagery is the goal of
the simple imaging system model. It is important to include the optical and sensor
model into the processing chain because the low water-leaving radiance signal from
the water is often near the noise floor of the sensor. In addition to pixel-to-pixel
variations of water-leaving radiance and/or atmospheric upwelled radiance, the sensor noise can be seen in optically deep water such as that seen in Figure 4.9. The
difference between synthetic imagery and real-world data can be seen when comparing Figure 4.9 and 4.10. Some deglint algorithms use the NIR band to support
the correction of the visible bands. Even in optically aligned sensors with no band
delay, the bands will have different realizations of noise which cause band-to-band
variations.
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Figure 4.9: Area of uniform water from Kucera International image captured over optically
deep water.

Figure 4.10: Unprocessed DIRSIG image collected over uniform, optically deep water with
only in-track smear resulting from temporal integration within DIRSIG.

Similar to stars in astronomical imaging, the direct solar glint acts as an impulse
response when passed through the optical system. Depending on the sampling of
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the sensor, or ”Q” (as discussed in [6]), the glint affects a broader area of influence
than the physical spatial position of a single detector element. This can be seen
in real-world imagery from Kucera International in Figure 4.11. When compared
to the raw DIRSIG output in Figure 4.12, without optical distortion (except for
in-track smear caused by temporal integration within DIRSIG), two observations
can be made. First, the glint is in a distinct point spread function (PSF) pattern
as opposed to the single pixel pattern in the unprocessed DIRSIG imagery. Second,
is the red ring outside the glint contaminated pixel. This is caused by the increased
blur in the red band caused by increasing Q at longer wavelengths. Similar to the
realization of noise being different between bands, the realization of different PSFs
also cause band-to-band variations.

Figure 4.11: A single instance of direct solar glint from Kucera International Image captured over optically deep water.
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Figure 4.12: A single instance of direct solar glint from synthetic DIRSIG imagery over
optically deep water.

By modeling the optical distortion and noise we will be able to better understand
the effects of each on current glint removal algorithms.

4.6.2

Optical Model

To add the effects of optical distortion, the DIRSIG input image (F ) is convolved
with the optical transfer function (OTF), HOT F , and the smear function, HSmear .
This is accomplished in the Fourier space where the convolution operation is equal
to multiplying the individual components as shown in Equation 4.6 [6].

G(ξ, η) = F (ξ, η)HOT F (ξ, η)HSmear (ξ, η)

(4.6)

To estimate the OTF of the system, a circular aperture with no obscurations was
selected. The autocorrelation of the aperture function yields the OTF, resulting in
Equation 4.6.2 [6]. The cutoff frequency (ρc ) is given by Equation 4.9 which is
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related to the system ”Q” by Equation 4.10, where p is the pixel pitch of the sensor
and ξN yquist is the Nyquist frequency [6].

HOT F (p) =

p
2
[cos−1 (ρn ) − ρn 1 − ρ2n ]
π

(4.7)

where
ρn = ρ/ρc

(4.8)

1
λ(f #)
λ(f #)
1
ξN yquist
Q=
=
=2
p
ρc p
ξCutof f

(4.9)

ρc =

(4.10)

Taking the inverse FFT of the OTF gives the PSF [6]. The model system has a
single set of optics, therefore, the PSF will vary by wavelength, the impact of which
is different cutoff frequencies and Q’s for each sensor band. Figures 4.13 and 4.14
show the 5x5 estimate of the PSF for a system with pixel pitch of 15 microns and
an f # of 10 and 30, respectively.

(a) Coastal

(b) Blue

(c) Green

(d) NIR

Figure 4.13: Plots of 5x5 PSF estimate for four sensor bands used in study. PSF if for an
f # = 10 system. 4.13a PSF for the coastal band with a Q = 0.28. 4.13b PSF for the blue
band with a Q = 0.32. 4.13c PSF for the green band with a Q = 0.36. 4.13d PSF for the
NIR band with a Q = 0.63.
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(c) Green
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(d) NIR

Figure 4.14: Plots of 5x5 PSF estimate for four sensor bands used in study. PSF if for an
f # = 30 system. 4.14a PSF for the coastal band with a Q = 0.85. 4.14b PSF for the blue
band with a Q = 0.96. 4.14c PSF for the green band with a Q = 1.09. 4.14d PSF for the
NIR band with a Q = 1.90.

In addition to modeling the system aperture, cross-track smear is also modeled
and added to the images. In-track smear is already present in the imagery from
temporal integration within DIRSIG. For uni-directional smear, the smear transfer
function (HSmear ) can be estimated by a sinc function in the frequency domain as
in Equation 4.11, where dSmear are the number of pixels of smear in the cross-track
direction. The resulting transfer function can be seen in Figure 4.15 for a cross-track
smear of 0.5 pixels. Smear in excess of 1.25 pixels will begin to add visual artifacts
into the imagery that affects image quality [6].

HSmear = sinc(dsmear ξ)

(4.11)
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Figure 4.15: Smear MTF for 0.5 pixels of smear in the in-track dimension.

After calculating the smear and optical MTF they are combined to create the
system MTF applied to the imagery, the resulting MTF for f # of 10 and 30 can be
seen in Figure 4.16 and 4.17 respectively.

(a) Coastal

(b) Blue

(c) Green

(d) NIR

Figure 4.16: Plots of the system MTF for four sensor bands used in study. MTF for an
f # = 10 system. (a) MTF for the coastal band with a Q = 0.28. (b) MTF for the blue
band with a Q = 0.32. (c) MTF for the green band with a Q = 0.36. (d) MTF for the
NIR band with a Q = 0.63.
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(c) Green
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(d) NIR

Figure 4.17: Plots of the system MTF for four sensor bands used in study. MTF for an
f # = 30 system. (a) MTF for the coastal band with a Q = 0.85. (b) MTF for the blue
band with a Q = 0.96. (c) MTF for the green band with a Q = 1.09. (d) MTF for the
NIR band with a Q = 1.90.

4.6.3

Noise Modeling

System noise was modeled within the sensor model. After passing through the
optical model, the DIRSIG image was first converted from radiance (W/m2 sr) to
photons using the same sensor model presented in Section 2.6. The noise was added
using zero mean Gaussian noise with a variance equal to the noise-equivalent radiance (NER). Zero mean Gaussian noise models sensor read noise, the dominant
noise source because of the low water-leaving radiance signal. Figure 4.18 shows a
stretched version of the noise added to the DIRSIG image and Figure 4.19 shows
the resulting image after the noise is added to the unprocessed DIRSIG image.
Compared to Figure 4.10 above, the degraded DIRSIG image more closely matches
Figure 4.9.
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Figure 4.18: Random noise generated by Matlab to be added to DIRSIG imagery based
on system NER.

Figure 4.19: Synthetic DIRSIG imagery with noise and optical distortion added
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Modeling Submerged Objects
Model Overview

The typical method of modeling submerged objects within DIRSIG is based on
the photon mapping method. The photon mapping method implemented within
DIRSIG has been used to analyze in-water scattering in previous research conducted by Speirs (2010) and Goodenough (2007). The use of photon mapping has
been demonstrated to provide very accurate in-water scattering for multispectral
and hyperspectral systems within the DIRSIG environment. To achieve these levels
of accuracy, DIRSIG photon mapping uses a two step approach. Step one propagates rays from the source (in this case solar radiation) into the medium of interest
(water volume). The information from the first propagation is saved in a ”photon
map”. The next step propagates rays from the imaging sensor into the water volume. Sensor rays intersecting the saved information from the solar propagation step
provide the water-leaving radiance seen by the imaging sensor. For a more thorough
discussion of the photon mapping method, refer to Jensen (2001), Mobley (1994),
and Goodenough (2007). Although accurate, this method is very computationally
intensive. Due to the number of large, complicated scenes required in this work, an
alternative to photon mapping had to be implemented. The alternative approach
selected uses the output from Hydrolight to provide the radiance distribution immediately before the air-water interface.

4.7.2

Hydrolight Water Volume and Hydrolight Objects

To create an optically deep background water-leaving radiance, Hydrolight is run for
an infinitely deep case 1 water with a fixed chlorophyll a concentration and known
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atmospheric parameters. Using a LUT approach similar to Section 2.5, a number of
water conditions were created for testing the model which included varying chlorophyll content and solar position. Instead of using photon mapping, DIRSIG uses
standard ray tracing methods combined with the Fresnel water surface model to
propagate rays from the sensor into the water volume. If a ray propagates through
the surface and does not intersect with any submerged objects it is attributed with
the water-leaving radiance from the Hydrolight water-leaving radiance file. DIRSIG
then propagates the ray back through the Fresnel water surface and atmosphere to
the sensor.
The same approach is provided for rays intersecting submerged objects in the
water. If a ray intersects a submerged object, the water-leaving radiance attributed
to it is based on the object’s Hydrolight-derived water-leaving radiance file. The object’s material table must be generated within Hydrolight with the same atmosphere
and water properties as the background, but the object will have a set depth and reflectance. A limitation of this approach is that the spectral reflectance of the object
can either be user-defined or uniform across all bands but must be Lambertian.
Using Hydrolight to generate water-leaving radiance, in place of the more complex photon mapping, results in a trusted estimate of water-leaving radiance and
several orders of magnitude increase in speed. However, there are several limitations
to the approach. First, as mentioned previously, the object must be Lambertian.
The Lambertian assumption is appropriate in many cases but can be limiting in
some complex modeling cases. Secondly, because Hydrolight uses a planar method
for propagating the radiance, it does not include the geometry of the object into
the solution. In it’s current implementation, DIRSIG does not correct for this Hydrolight assumption, therefore, only flat objects with upward facing normals may
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be accurately modeled. Due to the implementation of the Hydrolight back-end, inwater shadows cannot be modeled nor can the effects of caustics. Without photon
mapping there is not a way to accurately represent the effects of either shadowing
or caustics on the submerged object within DIRSIG.
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Chapter 5
Object Detectability
5.1

Motivation

To understand the impact of glint on maritime scenes and automated algorithms,
we chose anomaly detection as a test case. Anomaly detection was chosen over
other maritime remote sensing applications (e.g. bathymetry, bottom cover classification, constituent retrieval, etc.) for two reasons. First, placing small geometric
objects within a DIRSIG scene greatly reduces the complexity of the modeling effort. Secondly, receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves provide a measure of
algorithm effectiveness on a pixel-by-pixel level.

5.2

Anomaly Detection

A simple anomaly detection algorithm was selected to analyze the impact of glint
and system parameters on the ability to detect submerged objects in a scene. An
anomaly detection algorithm was chosen over object detection algorithms because of
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its generality and ease of implementation. The algorithm chosen is the Mahalanobis
distance (MD) detector. The MD detection algorithm was chosen because of its
mathematical similarity to the popular Reed-Xiaoli (RX) detector and its simplicity
in implementation. The MD differs from the RX algorithm only in the fact that the
RX algorithm re-computes the mean and covariance locally for every pixel [5]. Since
we are using synthetic imagery with a perfectly uniform background we do not need
to recompute the mean and covariance for every pixel since the statistics should be
nearly identical for local background and a single ROI. Figure 5.1 shows the layout
of the object array used in the DIRSIG scene.

Figure 5.1: Object array used to generate the DIRSIG scene for anomaly detection.

5.2.1

Mahalanobis Distance Anomaly Detector

The R-score output from the MD detector is a measure of the distance between
the pixel under analysis and the mean relative to the standard deviation of the
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background [5]. Mathematically, this is represented by Equation 5.1 from [5].

rM D (x) = (x − µ̂)T Σ−1 (x − µ̂)

(5.1)

An R-score was generated for each object reflectance and each depth. This was
accomplished using the DIRSIG material truth output to create an object map
showing the position of each object. For each object under test, the other object
pixels were thrown out. A ROC curve was generated for each object array by
determining how many background pixels have a greater R-score than the object
pixels using the probability of detection (PD ) and probability of false alarm (PF A ).
These values are calculated using Equations 5.2 and 5.3 [20].

5.3
5.3.1

PD =

Number of observed true detections
Number of possible objects

(5.2)

PF A =

Number of observed false detections
Number of background pixels

(5.3)

Results and Discussion
Effects of Glint and System Parameters on Anomaly
Detection Algorithms

Object detection algorithms typically perform very well on synthetic imagery such
as those created by DIRSIG. The primary reason for this is sharpness of the edges
and lack of mixed pixels or adjacency effects. Many of these real-world variations
can be traced to the residual effects caused by the imaging chain. The combination
of solar glint, system MTF, and noise affects the ability of automated algorithms to
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detect objects. This research concentrates on the relative effect of glint on the MD
anomaly detection algorithm discussed above. The system specifications selected
for the model are shown in Table 5.1 and the model parameters are shown in Table
5.2. Figures 5.2 through 5.5 shed light on the impact of each major imaging chain
error on the MD algorithm performance.
Table 5.1: System specifications used for analyzing impact of glint and image chain effects
on the MD detection algorithm.
Specification

Setting

Pixel Pitch

15x15 Micrometers

f#

10

NER

5E-4 W/m2 sr

In-Track Smear

DIRSIG temporal integration

Cross-Track Smear

0.5 Pixels

Band-to-Band Offset

60ms between bands

GSD at Nadir

0.1 m

Bit Depth

16

Table 5.2: Model parameters used for analyzing impact of glint and image chain affects
on the MD detection algorithm.
Model Parameter

Setting

Object Reflectance

2%, 5%, 10%, 20%

Object Depth

5 meters

Wind Speed

6 m/s

Chlorophyll Concentration

2.5mg/m3
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(a) 2% object at 5m depth with in-scene glint
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(b) 2% target at 5m depth with no glint

Figure 5.2: ROC curves for a 2% lambertian object at 5 meters depth within synthetic
DIRSIG images including band-to-band delays, optical distortion, noise, and smear (applied individually) for two imaging cases (a) containing glint and (b) no glint.

(a) 5% object at 5m depth with in-scene glint

(b) 5% object at 5m depth with no glint

Figure 5.3: ROC curves for a 5% lambertian object at 5 meters depth within synthetic
DIRSIG images including band-to-band delays, optical distortion, noise, and smear (applied individually) for two imaging cases (a) containing glint and (b) no glint.
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(a) 10% object at 5m depth with in-scene
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(b) 10% object at 5m depth with no glint

glint

Figure 5.4: ROC curves for a 10% lambertian object at 5 meters depth within synthetic
DIRSIG images including band-to-band delays, optical distortion, noise, and smear (applied individually) for two imaging cases (a) containing glint and (b) no glint.

(a) 20% object at 5m depth with in-scene

(b) 20% object at 5m depth with no glint

glint

Figure 5.5: ROC curves for a 20% lambertian object at 5 meters depth within synthetic
DIRSIG images including band-to-band delays, optical distortion, noise, and smear (applied individually) for two imaging cases (a) containing glint and (b) no glint.
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Temporal Delay

By inspecting Figures 5.2 through 5.5, the temporal offset between bands has the
most significant effect on the detection algorithms when comparing the difference
between images with glint and images without glint. The increase in variation of
background statistics caused by glint are primarily responsible for the differences.
In the image without glint, there are still changes from band-to-band caused by
temporal offset, however, these variations are low compared to the overall signal and
still remain close to the mean thus allowing the objects to remain easily detected as
anomalies because the small variance of the object signal is far enough outside the
mean to receive a high R-score. When the glint pixels are included in the statistics,
such as in Figures 5.2a, 5.3a, 5.4a, and 5.5a, the resulting image mean and variance
is much greater causing the small radiance variations due to the submerged object
to fall closer to the statistical background resulting in a lower R-score compared to
a non-glint contaminated image.
5.3.1.2

Optical Distortions

The optical distortions cause differing amounts of blur at each wavelength (less
blur at shorter wavelengths and increased blur at higher wavelengths). This effect
causes the edges of objects to appear less sharp and increases pixel-to-pixel adjacency effects. The result is background pixel radiance bleeding into the object
pixels, causing radiance signal of a ”pure” object pixel to become mixed with some
background component. This leads to the lower R-Score because the object begins
to ”look” more like a background pixel. This is especially true for small objects and
pixels near the object edges. Both have contributions from surrounding background
pixels leading to a slow increase in detection rates in Figures 5.2 through 5.5.
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Smear

Smear affects the detection of anomalies for the same reason as optical MTF. While
optical MTF could be accounted for in the sensor development or through postprocessing, smear is present in all imaging systems due to temporal integration.
For airborne systems, smear is unavoidable due to in-flight turbulence and aircraft
vibrations transferred to the imaging system. Because this leads to the mixing
of background and object radiance, the effect on detection is similar for glint and
non-glint contaminated image cases.
5.3.2.1

Noise

Case 1 waters are highly forward scattering and optically deep water can have a
background reflectance around 2%, which is near the noise floor for many imaging
sensors. Additionally, many fish and aquatic mammals of interest are camouflaged
with a dark color on their dorsal side and the deeper the object of interest, the
more in-water scattering occurs, further decreasing the contrast between object and
background. With object and background being near the noise floor of the sensor,
objects may have limited contrast variation from the background and can be obscured by noise. Noise variation can be enough to increase statistical variance of the
ROI used in the anomaly detector, reducing its effectiveness. Additionally, noise
added to the object pixels can increase/reduce the object signal to more closely
resemble the background statistics. These effects are magnified in the case with
in-scene glint due to the larger variance and higher mean as shown in Figures 5.2a,
5.3a, 5.4a, and 5.5a.
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Combined Effects

Combining the effects mentioned above, the detection problem increases in complexity compared to the original DIRSIG image. In addition to image degradation,
the amount of glint within the image and collection geometry also impacts the detectability. Table 5.3 shows the amount of glint in the NIR band of each image (this
is a close estimate of the glint in other image bands).
Table 5.3: Amount of solar glint contaminated pixels in the NIR band in each image. This
is a measure of glint density in the image. The threshold for glint is 1.25 times greater
than the median NIR band radiance
Band

45

22.5

Nadir

-22.5

-45

NIR

0

0

62

10959

5345

Comparing raw DIRSIG images in Figure 5.6 to images in Figure 5.7, the impact
of other error sources are obvious.
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(a) 45 deg
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(b) 22.5 deg

(c) N adir

(d) −22.5 deg

(e) −45 deg

Figure 5.6: Synthetic DIRSIG images before any image degradation applied. Images are
generated with no band delay, 10km visibility and 6m/s wind speed from look angles of
±45 deg.
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(a) 45 deg
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(b) 22.5 deg

(c) N adir

(d) −22.5 deg

(e) −45 deg

Figure 5.7: Synthetic DIRSIG images with 60ms delay between bands. Images are generated with 10km visibility and 6m/s wind speed from look angles of ±45 deg.

After the MD detector operation, the resulting R-score images are created for
each set of five images and can be seen in Figure 5.8 and 5.9 for the raw DIRSIG
and post-processed DIRSIG images respectively.
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(a) 45 deg
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(b) 22.5 deg

(c) N adir

(d) −22.5 deg

(e) −45 deg

Figure 5.8: R-Score using MD detector. Synthetic DIRSIG images before any image
degradation applied (scaled from min to max of image R-Score). Images are generated
with no band delay, 10km visibility and 6m/s wind speed from look angles of ±45 deg.
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(a) 45 deg
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(b) 22.5 deg

(c) N adir

(d) −22.5 deg

(e) −45 deg

Figure 5.9: R-Score using MD detector. Synthetic DIRSIG images after image degradation
applied (scaled from min to max of image R-Score). Images are generated with no band
delay, 10km visibility and 6m/s wind speed from look angles of ±45 deg.

Note that in Figures 5.8d and 5.8e, the objects are still visible while the objects
in Figure 5.8c are not, compared with Figures 5.9c through 5.9e which have no
objects visible. The scaling of the R-score image in Figure 5.8c obscures the objects
because the limited number of glint pixels have much higher R-score values than
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the objects. While the glint density is higher in images 5.6d and 5.6e, the glint is
included in the background statistics causing it to be rejected in Figures 5.8d and
5.8e but not in the nadir R-score image. The ROI used to calculate the background
can be seen in Figure 5.10.
The addition of temporal offsets and system MTF cause the statistics of the ROI
to broaden and for solar glint appearing in one band and not the others, as seen
in 5.11. This resulting R-scores for the glint exceed the R-score for the objects in
Figures 5.9d and 5.9e, while they are still visible in the raw DIRSIG R-score images.
The ROC Curves for the original DIRSIG images and processed images are shown
in Figure 5.12. The MD algorithm finds the majority of objects immediately, with
the exception of the nadir image, which does not include any glint pixels within
its ROI. As expected, the 22.5 degree look angle image performed the best with
the higher GSD to resolve the objects while avoiding the glint. However, if willing
to accept a slightly higher probability of false alarms, the nadir image has good
performance and the effects of the glint within the image could be minimized with
the use of a local anomaly detector such as the Reed-Xiaoli (RX) detector.

(a) 45 deg

(b) 22.5 deg

(c) N adir

(d)

(e) −45 deg

−22.5 deg

Figure 5.10: ROI used for background statistics in MD detector. Synthetic DIRSIG images
before any image degradation applied. Images are generated with no band delay, 10km
visibility and 6m/s wind speed from look angles of ±45 deg.
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(a) 45 deg

(b) 22.5 deg

(c) N adir
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(d)

(e) −45 deg

−22.5 deg

Figure 5.11: ROI used for background statistics in MD detector. Synthetic DIRSIG
images after any image degradation applied. Images are generated with no band delay,
10km visibility and 6m/s wind speed from look angles of ±45 deg.

(a) ROC curve for a 10% lambertian ob-

(b) ROC curve for a 10% lambertian ob-

ject submerged to 5 meters DIRSIG im-

ject submerged to 5 meters DIRSIG im-

ages for look angles of ±45 deg before

ages for look angles of ±45 deg after im-

any image chain affects are applied.

age chain affects are applied.

Figure 5.12: Comparison of ROC curves for DIRSIG imagery before and after system
parameters are applied at five sensor look angles.
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Chapter 6
Glint Compensation and Removal
6.1

Glint Removal Motivation and Overview

As demonstrated in Chapter 5, glint has a significant impact on detection of submerged objects. To maximize the utility of maritime imagery, glint needs to be
addressed through avoidance, removal, or compensation. In this chapter, a variety
of glint removal algorithms are used to remove in-scene glint. This work seeks to: 1.
analyze the relative accuracy of glint removal, and 2. explore the cause of artifacts
commonly found in optically deep water after applying these algorithms. In addition
to analyzing the currently available algorithms, a glint compensation method will
be proposed to help improve the performance of existing glint removal algorithms.
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Glint and System Effects on Glint Removal
Algorithms

Before analyzing existing glint removal algorithms, it is important to understand the
general principles and contributing sources of artifacts remaining after the deglinting
operation. Each of the glint removal algorithms discussed below rely on the NIR
band to correct the visible bands, assuming water completely absorbs any incident
radiance entering the water in the NIR and the NIR band is made up of only
surface leaving radiance. Using a ROI in optically deep water, including glint and
non-glint contaminated pixels, a linear fit relationship is then calculated for each
band relative to the NIR band. This section uses the Hedley et al. algorithm [15] to
demonstrate the sources of artifacts in deglinted images. For a detailed description
of the algorithm see Section 6.4. This section concentrates on the use of glint removal
algorithms on optically deep water and the impact of residual atrifacts on the final
deglint product. The system-induced errors will include optical MTF, sensor noise,
and temporal offset. Figure 6.1 shows Kucera International data, highlighting the
residual effects after applying the Hedley et al. algorithm.
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(a) True Color Image

(b) NIR Image
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(c) True Color Deglinted
Image

(d) Uniform Area-True

(e) Uniform Area-NIR

Color

(g) Glint-True Color

(f) Uniform Area - True
Color Deglint

(h) Glint-NIR

(i)

Glint-True

Color

Deglinted

Figure 6.1: Real world data used to highlight the regions that cause errors in the final
deglinted products. (a) True color RGB image where the top left is optically deep water
the bottom right is the area of shallow water. (b) NIR band greyscale image of the same
scene as (a). (c) True color deglinted image of (a). (d) True color area of uniform optically
deep water, (e) NIR greyscale of uniform optically deep water. (f) Deglinted true color
uniform area in (d). (g) True color ROI with single direct solar glint (h) NIR greyscale
image of glint in (e). (i) Deglinted true color image of (g).
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Noise

Due to low water-leaving radiance, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is often near the
noise floor of the system. This is particularly relevant when applying deglinting
algorithms in optically deep case 1 waters where the reflectance is near 2%. In shallow waters, noise effects are less obvious because the sea floor may reflect significant
radiance back to the surface, increasing water-leaving radiance and increasing the
SNR. Figure 6.2 shows the impact of noise in deglint algorithms. When inspecting
the Kucera and DIRSIG images before and after glint removal it is apparent that
the glint removal algorithms leave the sensor noise as a residual artifact. This results
in difficult to interpret images and pixel-to-pixel variations not caused by in-water
constituents or objects. Comparing the deglinted Kucera data in Figure 6.2a with
the uniform DIRSIG ROI in Figure 6.2b the result is very similar. Additional variance in Figure 6.2a can be attributed to system smear, in-water variations, surface
contamination, and differences in wind speed and other properties affecting surface
geometry.

(a) Real-World Image

(b) DIRSIG Image

Figure 6.2: Images of uniform image areas with noise added. Images have a 2% stretch
applied. (a) Kucera image after Hedley glint removal applied to image. (b) DIRSIG
generated image uniform ROI with noise added after glint removal.
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Optical MTF

One of the most obvious errors caused by the deglinting algorithms are the residual
errors left by the optical design of the system. The optical MTF causes a direct
solar glint to have a larger area of influence than its physical dimensions on the
ground. In addition to having a larger area of influence, the optical MTF also
varies by band causing additional blur at longer wavelengths. The impact of the
optical MTF on the Hedley et al. algorithm can be seen in Figure 6.3. Because of
the broadening of the optical PSF the center pixel is under-corrected because the
radiance data is not equally dispersed in the visible spectral bands and the NIR
band used for correction. Relative to the visible bands, the radiance information of
glint in the NIR band has increased blurred, resulting in an under-correcting of the
direct solar glint contaminated pixel and over-correction of the surrounding pixels.
This phenomenon can be clearly seen in Figure 6.3b.

(a) Real-World Image

(b) DIRSIG Image

Figure 6.3: Images of glint pixels with optical MTF added for an f#=30 system. Images
have a 2% stretch applied. (a) Kucera image after Hedley glint removal applied to image.
(b) DIRSIG generated image glint ROI with noise added after glint removal.
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Temporal Band-to-Band Offset

Finally, temporal offsets decrease the effectiveness of the glint removal algorithms.
All the classical glint removal algorithms rely of the assumption that the scene being
captured by the NIR band is the same scene being captured by the visible bands
of interest [15], [18], [21], [19]. Additionally, the temporal offset and wave motion
result in imaging different scenes. This is most problematic when trying to correct
for direct solar glints appearing in a visible band and not in the NIR band (or appear
in the NIR band and not in the visible band). Figure 6.4 demonstrates the impact
of temporal offset after the Hedley algorithm is applied. In Figure 6.4a, the glint
appears in different pixels in the different bands. Because the glint does not appear
in the same pixels in the NIR band, several of the pixels are over-corrected and the
remaining pixels are under-corrected resulting in Figure 6.4b.

(a) Original DIRSIG Im-(b) Deglinted DIRSIG
age

Image

Figure 6.4: Images of glint pixels with 60ms temporal offset between bands. (a) Original
DIRSIG image prior to Hedley et al. glint removal applied to image. (b) DIRSIG image
after Hedley et al. glint removal applied to image.
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Glint Compensation

Due to the issues associated with common glint removal algorithms as discussed in
Section 6.2, a pre-processing algorithm was built to attempt to reduce the impact of
temporally varying glint on the glint removal algorithms. The goals of the algorithm
were:
1. Maintain Data Purity - With high resolution imagery it is important to
maintain the true content within each pixel. A pixel that has direct solar glint
contains mostly the surface-reflected data and obscures the water-leaving signal in
that band. With multiple bands that have good detectability for submerged objects
it is assumed that each band contains similar object information. Depending on the
object spectral properties and potential post-processing this assumption may not
hold.
2. Reduce High Frequency Direct Solar Glint - As will be discussed in Section 6.4,
scenes with high glint content reduce the interpretability of the images collected. To
allow the glint removal algorithms to be more successful, it was important to remove
the high frequency glints and make the images more uniform.
To reach these goals, a multi-step algorithm was developed. The algorithm flow
can be seen below in Figure 6.5
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Figure 6.5: Glint compensation algorithm processing flow diagram for glint contaminated
scenes.

6.3.1

Median Normalization and Glint Identification

The first step in the process is to normalize the radiance of each pixel within the
band. This was done using the image median as in Equation 6.1 (for large scenes
with high variability, a local median could be used).

LM edian (x, y|Band) =

L(x, y|Band)
L̃(Band)

(6.1)

By normalizing each band, the glint is easier to identify using thresholding. The
threshold values used can be seen in Table 6.1. The threshold values represent a
factor the glint must exceed relative to the median of the image band. This step is
very important and dependent on sensor parameters and atmospheric effects. This
step could be optimized to improve performance. After thresholding the image, a
logical glint map was created as seen in Figure 6.6.
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Table 6.1: Threshold values used to identify glint contaminated pixels for the glint compensation algorithm.
Band

Threshold

Coastal

2

Blue

3

Green

4

NIR

5

Figure 6.6: Glint map for example coastal band image. Dark pixels are those identified
by thresholding to contain direct solar glint.

6.3.2

PSF Correction

One of the primary sources of error comes from the system’s optical MTF. This
spreads the area of influence of a single source of glint from its spatial location
onto the surrounding pixels. To correct for this we use an estimate or model of
the systems optical PSF. For these simulations, the estimate was developed directly
from the optical MTF using Matlab. The estimated PSF is a 5x5 kernel as shown
in Figure 4.14.
To remove the effects of the optical blurring on glint, each pixel identified as
containing glint is divided by the center value of the PSF. This step provides an
estimate of the total radiance spread to the local area. The total radiance is then
multiplied by the band’s PSF estimate and subtracted from the surrounding pixels
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(no subtraction is done to the glint contaminated pixel). This step minimizes the
effects of PSF variance between bands. Figure 6.7 illustrates the final effect of the
process. The contaminated pixels are reduced. However, because adjacent pixels
were glint contaminated, several surrounding pixels are over-corrected because the
PSF correction is subtracted from each pixel individually without being aware of
surrounding pixels.
This step could be improved through template matching or including an awareness of the position of surrounding glint contaminated pixels. Additionally, in realworld scenarios, the glint causing saturation is often sub-pixel resolution. This would
cause an off-center realization of the PSF spread on the focal plane. The off-center
PSF spread would cause an under correction on pixels to one side of the glint and
over correcting the pixels on the other. A method similar to the processing applied
to star-trackers could be used to compensate for this phenomenon. Star-trackers
provide enhanced positioning knowledge by defocusing stars on the focal plane, allowing sub-pixel position estimates to be made possible.

(a) Original Image Before(b) Image after PSF CorPSF Correction

rection

Figure 6.7: Example of glint contaminated pixel before and after PSF compensation in
the blue band. (a) Before PSF correction applied. (b) After PSF correction applied.
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Glint Replacement

To utilize the multiple detection bands for submerged objects, a logical search was
done on each glint pixel in the detection bands. For every glint pixel, G(x, y|Band) =
0, in a detection band, the algorithm searches the other detection bands for a nonglint contaminated pixel, G(x, y|Band(2 : n)) = 1. The algorithm also excludes
pixels that exceed the minimum threshold value in any band; this prevents replacing
pixels that could be classified as glint in another band. If one pixel is found within
the detection bands, it replaces the glint contaminated pixel. If more than one nonglint contaminated pixel is found, the contaminated pixel is replaced by the mean
of the non-glint contaminated pixels.

for G(x, y|Band k) = 0
Lreplace (x, y|Band k) = Lmedian (x, y|Band 6= k)

(6.2)

where
G(x, y|Band 6= k) = 1

(6.3)

After iterating through the detection bands and replacing each of the glint contaminated pixels having a non-glint contaminated pixel in corresponding bands, a
new glint map is created using the same thresholding method as above. The final
step of glint removal is conducted after the new glint map is created. An example
glint map can be seen in Figure 6.8.
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Figure 6.8: Glint map for example coastal band image after glint contaminated pixel
replacement. Pixels containing direct solar glint are shown as black pixels.

6.3.4

Adaptive Median Filtering of Glint Contaminated Pixels

To further reduce the glint within each image, while minimizing data manipulation,
an adaptive median filter is applied to the location of each remaining glint contaminated pixel. In image processing, the adaptive median filter is used as a noise
reduction method and applied over the whole image. Since we can consider the
surface-reflected radiance of maritime scenes as a noise source, where the surfacereflected radiance is obscuring the water-leaving radiance, the adaptive median filter
is a useful tool.
The basis for the adaptive median filter is from Gonzales and Woods [10], but has
been modified using the assumption that glint contaminated pixels are considered
noise and must be replaced. For each glint contaminated pixel within a window
S, the minimum (zmin ), maximum(zmax ), and median(zmedian ) are calculated (only
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non-glint contaminated pixels within the window are included in calculations). If
zmin < zmedian < zmax then the median value within the window replaces the glint
contaminated pixel. If zmin < zmedian < zmax is not satisfied the window size is
increased until S = Smax. When Smax is reached before zmin < zmedian < zmax
is satisfied, the original glint value is retained within the image. To ensure an
appropriate sample of pixels are being used for calculations and the area is not
dominated by glint, the number of non-glint contaminated pixels must be greater
than half the window size (i.e. for S=5 the number of non-glint contaminated pixels
within the 5x5 window must be greater than 12). Figure 6.9 shows a single band
before and after the median filtering step with an Smin = 5 and Smax = 19. While
not all glint-contaminated pixels have been removed, the total number has been
reduced and the apparent intensity has also been reduced. The resulting output
image (Figure 6.10b) still contains significant glint, however the intensity is reduced.
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(b) Local Area Before Median
Filter

(c) After Median Filter

(d) Local Area After Median
Filter

Figure 6.9: Comparison of blue band before and after glint median filter applied. (a) Full
scene before filtering step (b) Zoom window of glint pixel area (c) Full scene after filtering
step (d) Zoom window of glint pixel area after filtering step.
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(b) RGB Image After Compensation

Figure 6.10: Comparison of before and after RGB images using the glint compensation
algorithm

The algorithm presented here has shown some potentially promising preliminary
results. However, the complexity introduced with atmospheric and system effects
require additional work to create an algorithm that can accomplish the glint compensation and removal task on temporally offset images more effectively.

6.4

Glint Removal Algorithms

Most glint removal algorithms were developed to support larger GSD sensors with
the primary objective of global water constituent estimation or characterizing global
sea health. Other glint removal algorithms were developed to support smaller GSD
sensors for characterization and mapping of benthic cover, trafficability, and chlorophyll content [19]. These sensors are typically hyperspectral systems with GSD on
the order of 1m or multispectral sensors with optically registered bands. The temporal delay between bands in the sensor used in this study reduces the effectiveness
of these algorithms. While obtaining data from the maximum number of pixels in
a scene is important for these tasks, the data can generally be interpolated (or ignored) with little error introduced into the final product due to glint-contaminated
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pixels.
The algorithms all attack the problem in a similar fashion, each uses a region
of interest (ROI) within the NIR band to predict the surface-leaving radiance for
each pixel and subtract that estimate from the bands of interest. The NIR band is
used because light is heavily absorbed by the water and is close enough to visible
bands that the radiance reflected at the top of the air-water interface is assumed
to be the same/similar to the visible bands that have greater penetration into the
water [19]. The following Subsections will discuss the primary algorithms used in
removing glint from high-resolution maritime imagery.

6.4.1

Hedley

The algorithm developed by Hedley et al. in [15] uses a ROI in deep water containing
solar glint and assumes the background is uniform and there is no water-leaving
radiance contribution from the NIR band. A linear regression slope is calculated
between the visible radiance data in the ROI and NIR band. Then the estimate of
the solar glint radiance is removed using Equation 6.4. The water-leaving radiance
at each pixel is estimated by subtracting the total radiance (Li ) from the product
of the NIR slope (bi ) and the difference between the NIR radiance (LN IR ) and the
minimum NIR radiance (M inN IR ) (either in the scene or in the ROI).

L0i (V is) = Li (V is) − bi (LN IR − M inN IR )

(6.4)

As discussed in Section 6.2, glint and noise cause significant residual artifacts
after the deglint process. For an ideal sensor, with optically registered bands, zero
noise, and no optical distortion, this method works very well as shown in Figure
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6.11. However, for real sensors such as the one in this study, the residual errors
caused by noise, system MTF, and temporal offset significantly hinder the ability of
the Hedley et al. algorithm to perform as designed. The residual artifacts discussed
in Section 6.2 can clearly be seen in Figure 6.12.

(a) Original Image

(b) Perfectly Deglinted Image

Figure 6.11: Comparison of deglinted images using the Hedley et al. algorithm in a
perfectly registered image prior to applying sensor noise, system MTF, or temporal band
offset. (a) Input Image, (b) Image after Hedley et al. deglint. The images were generated
at a 9m/s and 45 degree look angle.

(a) Original Image Before Deglint

(b) Hedley Deglinted Image

Figure 6.12: Example image using the Hedley et al. algorithm after noise, optical MTF
and temporal offsets are applied to image. (a) Input Image, (b) Image after Hedley deglint.
The images were generated at a 9m/s, 45 degree look angle, and 60ms band-to-band delay.
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Comparing the RMS error of realistic DIRSIG images relative to the perfectly
deglinted DIRSIG images, the performance of the algorithm can be evaluated for a
number of different conditions. After inspecting the results from Figure 6.13, several
observations can be made. First, the system impacts (system MTF and sensor
noise), have a significant impact on the deglinting results and shown in Figure 6.13a
which does not contain temporal offsets. By comparing the plots with temporal
offsets, Figures 6.13b through 6.13d, it is obvious that the amount of band-to-band
delay has a negligible effect on the performance of the algorithm. This result is
expected because of the speed at which glint can appear and disappear within the
spatial footprint of a single pixel. Also, for the scenes without in-scene glint (look
angles 45◦ and 22.5◦ ) the errors between the deglinted images are not significantly
affected by the temporal offset.
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Figure 6.13: Plot of RMS error vs wind speed for temporal delays of: (a) 0ms delay, (b)
30ms delay, (c) 60ms delay, (d) 90ms delay. RMS errors are calculated for the green band
after Hedley deglint was applied.

The same analysis was completed after applying the glint compensation algorithm discussed in Section 6.3. The results can be seen in Figure 6.14. Inspecting
the results show that the errors induced by the compensation algorithm generally
increase the errors with-in the image relative to the perfectly deglinted image. However, Figure 6.15 demonstrates the ability of the compensation algorithm to create a
more visually appealing image. The two images in Figure 6.15 have been stretched
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to the same extent. The difference in appearance is based on the difference of the
statistics calculated within the ROI. After the glint compensation algorithm is applied, the statistics within the image change and result in a different deglinting
result.

(a) RMSE Plot: 0ms Delay

(b) RMSE Plot: 30ms Delay

(c) RMSE Plot: 60ms Delay

(d) RMSE Plot: 90ms Delay

Figure 6.14: Plot of RMS Error vs wind speed after glint compensation algorithm applied
prior to the Hedley deglinting algorithm. For temporal delays of: (a) 0ms delay, (b) 30ms
delay, (c) 60ms delay, (d) 90ms delay.
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(b) Deglint Image with Glint Compensation
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Figure 6.15: Example image comparing the results of Hedley et al. algorithm with and
without the use of the glint compensation algorithm. Both images are stretched to same
radiance values.

6.4.2

Lyzenga

The deglinting algorithm developed by Lyzenga et al. in [21] uses a similar approach
to the Hedley et al. algorithm [15] discussed above. The Lyzenga algorithm uses data
from the ROI selected in optically deep water, the same method used in Hedley et al.,
to create an estimate of surface-reaching radiance across the scene. Instead of using
a linear regression between the reflectance in the visible and NIR band, the Lyzenga
algorithm uses the covariance of each band relative to the NIR band to establish
the relationship between bands. The band-to-band relationship is calculated using
Equation 6.5, where Cov(i, N IR) is the covariance between visible band i and the
NIR band, and V ar(N IR) is the variance within the NIR band within the ROI.

ri,N IR (ROI) =

Cov(i, N IR; ROI)
V ar(N IR; ROI)

(6.5)

To estimate the water-leaving radiance, the estimate of the surface-reflected ra-
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diance (ri,N IR (ROI)(LN IR − L̄N IR (ROI))), where L̄N IR (ROI) is the mean NIR
radiance in the ROI, is subtracted from the visible band radiance Li (V is).

L0i (V is) = Li (V is) − ri,N IR (LN IR − L̄N IR (ROI))

(6.6)

The resulting deglinted image performance is similar to the Hedley et al. algorithm and suffer from the same residual effects caused by temporally separated
bands and system induced errors as demonstrated in Figures 6.16 and 6.17.

(a) Original Image

(b) Perfectly Deglinted Image

Figure 6.16: Comparison of deglinted images using the Lyzenga et al. algorithm in a
perfectly registered image prior to applying sensor noise, system MTF, or temporal band
offset. (a) Input Image, (b) Image after Lyzenga deglint. The images were generated at a
9m/s and 45 degree look angle.
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(b) Lyzenga Deglinted Image

Figure 6.17: Example image using the Lyzenga et al. algorithm after noise, optical MTF
and temporal offsets are applied to image. (a) Input Image, (b) Image after Lyzenga
deglint. The images were generated at a 9m/s, 45 degree look angle, and 60ms interband
delay.

Comparing the RMS error of the realistic images relative to the perfectly deglinted
image, the performance of the algorithm can be evaluated for a number of different
conditions. After inspecting the results from Figure 6.18, several observations can
be made. First, the system impacts, system MTF and sensor noise have a significant
impact on the delinting results as shown in Figure 6.18a (which does not contain
temporal offsets). By comparing the plots with temporal offsets, in Figure 6.18b
through 6.18d, it is obvious that the amount of band-to-band delay has a negligible
effect on the algorithm performance.
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Figure 6.18: Plot of RMS error vs wind speed for temporal delays of: (a) 0ms delay, (b)
30ms delay, (c) 60ms delay, (d) 90ms delay. RMS errors are calculated for the green band
after Lyzenga deglint was applied.

The same analysis was completed after applying the glint compensation algorithm discussed in Section 6.3. The results can be seen in Figure 6.19. Unlike the
Hedley algorithm, the results show a slight improvement in the performance of the
Lyzenga algorithm under most circumstances. The exception is at high wind speeds.
However, when inspecting the images in Figure 6.20 the result is not as visually appealing as the result in Figure 6.15. The variance is slightly reduced in the ROI after
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glint compensation resulting is a slight under correction in Figure 6.20b compared
to Figure 6.20a. Compared to the Hedley et al. algorithm with glint compensation a
benefit to this approach is that the two images (with and without compensation) are
more radiometrically similar without the severe over correction apparent in Figure
6.20b.

(a) RMSE Plot: 0ms Delay

(b) RMSE Plot: 30ms Delay

(c) RMSE Plot: 60ms Delay

(d) RMSE Plot: 90ms Delay

Figure 6.19: Plot of RMS error vs. wind speed after glint compensation algorithm applied
prior to the Lyzenga deglinting algorithm. For temporal delays of: (a) 0ms delay, (b)
30ms delay, (c) 60ms delay, (d) 90ms delay.
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(b) Deglint Image with Glint Compensation
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Figure 6.20: Example image comparing the results of Lyzenga et al. algorithm with and
without the use of the glint compensation algorithm. Both images are stretched to same
radiance values.

6.4.3

Joyce

The method developed by Joyce is a modification to the Hedley et al. algorithm
that uses the modal value of the NIR band within the ROI. The modification can
be seen in Equation 6.7.

L0i (V is) = Li (V is) − bi (LN IR − M odeN IR )

(6.7)

Using the modal value of the ROI, as opposed to the minimum value used in the
Hedley et al. algorithm, makes the algorithm more robust in real-world situations
that may have surface contamination or other errors that could produce a false
minimum value. False values could result from surface contaminants, very shallow
objects, or sensor artifacts. The Joyce algorithm still suffers from many of the
residual artifacts present in the Hedley et al. and Lyzenga et al. processed images
as illustrated in Figure 6.22.
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(b) Perfectly Deglinted Image

Figure 6.21: Comparison of deglinted images using the Joyce algorithm in a perfectly
registered image prior to applying sensor noise, system MTF, or temporal band offset. (a)
Input image, (b) Image after Joyce deglint. The images were generated at a 9m/s and 45
degree look angle.

(a) Original Image Before Deglint

(b) Joyce Deglinted Image

Figure 6.22: Example image using the Joyce algorithm after noise, optical MTF and
temporal offsets are applied to image. (a) Input Image, (b) Image after Joyce deglint.
The images were generated at a 9m/s, 45 degree look angle, and 60ms band-to-band
delay.

Comparing the RMS error of the realistic images relative to the perfectly deglinted
image, the performance of the algorithm can be evaluated for a number of different
conditions. After inspecting the results from Figure 6.23, several observations can
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be made. First, system MTF and sensor noise have the most significant impact on
the deglinting results for images without temporal offsets as shown in Figure 6.23a.
In Figures 6.23b through 6.23d, it is obvious the amount of band-to-band delay has
a negligible effect on the performance of the algorithm as discussed previously with
respect to the Hedley et al. and Lyzenga et al. algorithms.

(a) RMSE Plot: 0ms Delay

(b) RMSE Plot: 30ms Delay

(c) RMSE Plot: 60ms Delay

(d) RMSE Plot: 90ms Delay

Figure 6.23: Plot of RMS error vs. wind speed for temporal delays of: (a) 0ms delay, (b)
30ms delay, (c) 60ms delay, (d) 90ms delay. RMS errors are calculated for the green band
after Joyce deglint was applied.
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The same analysis was completed after applying the glint compensation algorithm discussed in Section 6.3. The results can be seen in Figure 6.24. The results
for the Joyce algorithm closely resemble those for the Lyzenga et al. algorithm. The
images in Figure 6.25 represent an example of the Joyce deglint algorithm paired
with the glint compensation algorithm.

(a) RMSE Plot: 0ms Delay

(b) RMSE Plot: 30ms Delay

(c) RMSE Plot: 60ms Delay

(d) RMSE Plot: 90ms Delay

Figure 6.24: Plot of RMS error vs wind speed after glint compensation algorithm applied
prior to the Joyce deglinting algorithm. For temporal delays of: (a) 0ms delay, (b) 30ms
delay, (c) 60ms delay, (d) 90ms delay.
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Figure 6.25: Example image comparing the results of Joyce algorithm with and without
the use of the glint compensation algorithm. Both images are stretched to same radiance
values.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
Several key aspects must be taken into consideration with respect to very high resolution remote sensing imagery of the marine environment. First, as expected, glint
should be first avoided when possible. The use of the GAT proposed in this work is
a very useful tool to accomplish the task of planning for glint avoidance while also
providing a measure of how successful a collection would be. The ability to avoid
glint is critical to the utility of the imagery as demonstrated in Chapter 5, however,
in certain situations it may not be possible to avoid all in-scene glint. Existing
glint removal algorithms, such as those discussed in Chapter 6, have been shown
to work nearly perfectly on synthetic imagery without any system degradation or
temporal delays applied. To compensate for real-world conditions, a glint compensation algorithm, like the one presented in this work, could be applied to existing
imagery to increase it’s utility. However, even if an effective method of glint removal
in very high resolution images is available, the glint signal is several orders of magnitude greater than the water-leaving signal. Accurately removing the glint signal,
while still maintaining high confidence in the remaining water-leaving signal, is very
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difficult. An additional solution is to develop a sensor capable of maximizing the
utility of existing glint removal algorithms. The sensor should have optically and
temporally aligned bands to ensure that the same sea-surface geometry is captured.
The sensor should also have separate optics for each band and/or optical elements
that result in matching ”Q” between bands. In addition to the optical design, the
digital sensors should have very low, well characterized noise enabling effective noise
removal. A system as described here could be expensive and challenging to develop,
with the increasing availability of very high resolution systems the best approach is
to plan collections smartly with glint avoidance as one of the top priorities.
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Matlab Code
.1

GAT

.1.1

GAT-Main File

1

clear all

2

close all

3

set(0,'defaulttextfontsize',14)

4
5

WS=3;

6
7

WaterVect(1) = [0.1] ; %Reflectance: options [0.02,0.05,0.10,0.15...
,0.20] ;

8

WaterVect(2) = [1.5]; %ChlA: Options [0.25,0.5,1,1.5,2,2.5]; mg/m...
ˆ3

9

WaterVect(3) = [30]; % Solar Zenith: Options ...
[0,5,10,20,30,40,50,60,70,80]; degrees

10

WaterVect(4) = [6]; % Depth:

Options [2,6,10,14,18,22,26]; ...

meters
11

WaterVect(5) = [0]; %WS: No Options

12

149
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13
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[HL] = ReadLUT();

14
15

[Normals,P] = CoxMunk(WS);

16
17

[E] = RADTRANX(WaterVect(3),WS);

18
19

[ GlintMap, SensorLocations, Ref,L ] = RayTrace( Normals,P, 90-...
WaterVect(3),E );

20
21

[HL] = InterpHL(SensorLocations,HL, WaterVect);

22
23
24
25

%%

.1.2

1

GAT-Read Hydrolight LUT

function [HL] = ReadLUT()

2
3

Reflectance = [0.02,0.05,0.10,0.15,0.20] ;

4

ChlA=[0.25,0.5,1,1.5,2,2.5];

5

SolarZenith=[0,5,10,20,30,40,50,60,70,80];

6

Depth = [2,6,10,14,18,22,26];

7
8

load('/Users/cmf7893/Documents/HydrolightLUT/LUT.mat');GlintLUT =...
LUT; clear LUT

9
10

load('/Users/cmf7893/Documents/HydrolightLUT/Deep LUT.mat');
load('/Users/cmf7893/Documents/HydrolightLUT/RunParameters.mat');
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load('/Users/cmf7893/Documents/HydrolightLUT/...
DeepRunParameters.mat');

12
13

HL.RunParameters = RunParameters;

14

HL.DeepRunParameters = DeepRunParameters;

15
16

% WL = [400, 405, 410, 415, 420, 425, 430, 435, 440, 445, ...

17

% 450, 455, 460, 465, 470, 475, 480, 485, 490, 495, ...

18

% 500, 505, 510, 515, 520, 525, 530, 535, 540, 545, ...

19

% 550, 555, 560, 565, 570, 575, 580, 585, 590, 595, ...

20

% 600, 605, 610, 615, 620, 625, 630, 635, 640, 645, ...

21

% 650, 655, 660, 665, 670, 675, 680, 685, 690, 695, ...

22

% 700]

23
24

WL = 402.50:5:700;

25
26

Bands = [1,10;11,21;21,36];

27
28

count=1;

29

startline = 1;

30
31
32
33
34

for ref = 1:5
for turb = 1:6
for solze = 1:10
for depth = 1:7

35
36

for i = 1:length(WL)

37
38

FullLUT{count}(:,:,i) = GlintLUT(startline:...
startline+23,:);
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FullLUT{count}(:,10,i) = GlintLUT(startline...

39

,10).*ones(24,1);
LUT{count}(:,:,i) = FullLUT{count}(:,5:end,i)...

40

;
startline=startline+24;

41
42
43

end

44

for j = 1:3
HL.MS LUT{count}(:,:,j) = sum(LUT{count}(:,:,...

45

Bands(j,1):Bands(j,2)),3);
46

end

47

count=count+1;
end

48

end

49

end

50
51

end

52
53

%% Read in Background Radiance

54

count=1;

55

startline=1;

56
57
58

for turb = 1:6
for solze = 1:10
for i = 1:length(WL)

59
60

BG FullLUT{count}(:,:,i) = Deep LUT(startline...
:startline+23,:);

61

BG FullLUT{count}(:,10,i) = Deep LUT(...
startline,10).*ones(24,1);

62

BG LUT{count}(:,:,i) = BG FullLUT{count}(:,5...
:end,i);

63

startline=startline+24;
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64
65

end

66

for j = 1:3
HL.BG MS LUT{count}(:,:,j) = sum(BG LUT{count...

67

}(:,:,Bands(j,1):Bands(j,2)),3);
68

end

69

count=count+1;
end

70

end

71
72
73

Elevation= [40,50,60,70,80,87.5]; % measured from ground to ...
sensor

74

Azimuth = 0:15:345; Azimuth = Azimuth-180.*ones(size(Azimuth)) ;%...
Measured east of north with 0 being oriented toward the sun

75
76

[HL.Elevation,HL.Azimuth] = meshgrid(Elevation,Azimuth);

.1.3

1

GAT-Cox and Munk Model

function [Normals,P] = CoxMunk(WS);

2
3

Zx = -1:.01:1;

4

Zy = -1:.01:1;

5
6

[Zx,Zy] = meshgrid(Zx,Zy);

7
8

Normals(:,:,1) = (1./(sqrt(1+Zx.ˆ2 + Zy.ˆ2))).*-Zx;

9

Normals(:,:,2) = (1./(sqrt(1+Zx.ˆ2 + Zy.ˆ2))).*-Zy;
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Normals(:,:,3) = (1./(sqrt(1+Zx.ˆ2 + Zy.ˆ2))).*1;

11
12

[L,M,N] = size(Normals);

13
14

Normals = reshape(Normals,L*M,N);

15
16

Qc Sq = 0.003+1.92E-3.*WS;

17

Qu Sq = 0+3.16E-3.*WS;

18
19

Qc = sqrt(Qc Sq);

20

Qu = sqrt(Qu Sq);

21
22
23

Qu Qc = 0.003+5.12E-3*WS;

24
25

c21 = 0.01-0.0086*WS;

26

c03 = 0.04-0.033*WS;

27

c40 = 0.4;

28

c22 = 0.12;

29

c04 = 0.23;

30
31

xi = Zx./Qc;

32

eta = Zy./Qu;

33

%%

34

P = (1./(2.*pi.*Qc.*Qu)).*exp(-.5.*(xi.ˆ2+eta.ˆ2)).*(1-0.5.*c21....
*(xi.ˆ3-1).*eta ...

35

- (1/6).*(eta.ˆ3-3.*eta) + (1/24).*c40.*(xiˆ4-6.*xiˆ2+3)+0...
.25.*c22.*(xi.ˆ2-1).*(eta.ˆ2-1) ...

36

+(1/24).*c04.*(eta.ˆ4-6.*eta.ˆ2 +3 ));

37
38

P(P<0)=0;
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39
40

P = P./(sum(sum(P)));

41
42
43

figure

44

surf(Zx,Zy,P)

45

shading interp

46
47
48

P = reshape(P,L*M,1);

.1.4

1

GAT-RADTRANX Model

function [E] = RADTRANX(theta,WS)

2
3

load('/Users/cmf7893/Documents/HydrolightLUT/RADTRANX.mat');

4
5

% Inputs

6

P= 30;% in-hg

7

AM = 1;%

8

RH = 30;%

9

WV = 2.5%cm PrecipitableWater

10

V = 40;%km Visibility

11

alpha=1;%

12

Day = 1;

13

Lat = 24.6669; % for florida keys

14

Lon = 81.5442; % for florida keys

15

WM=WS;% average ws over 24hrs
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16
17

%constants

18

e = 0.0167;% ecentricity

19

Po = 29.92 ;%in-hg

20

Hoz = (235+(150+40*sin(0.9865*(Day - 30)) +20.*sin(3.*Lon))).*1E...
-3;

21
22

Fo = Fobar.*(1+e.*cosd((2.*pi.*(Day-3))./365)).ˆ2;

23

M = 1./(cosd(theta)+0.15.*(93.885-theta)ˆ(-1.253));

24

Moz = 1.0035./(((cosd(theta).ˆ2)+0.07).ˆ0.5);

25

Mp = M.*(P./Po);

26

Toz = exp(-a03.*Hoz.*Moz);

27

To = exp((-1.41.*a02.*Mp)./((1+118.3.*a02.*Mp).ˆ0.45));

28

Tw = exp((-0.2385.*aH2O.*WV.*M)./((1+20.07.*aH2O.*WV.*M).ˆ0.45));

29

Tr = exp(-Mp./(115.6406.*(WL.ˆ4) - 1.335.*(WL.ˆ2)));

30

ca = 3.91./V;

31

tau 550 = ca.*1;%Ha;

32

Beta = tau 550./(.55ˆ-alpha);

33

tau = Beta.*(WL.*0.001).ˆ-alpha;

34

Ta = exp(-tau.*M);

35

w a = (-0.0032.*AM+0.972).*exp(3.06E-4 .* RH)

36

Taa = exp(-(1-w a).*tau.*M);

37

Tas = exp(-w a. *tau.*M);

38
39
40
41

if alpha <0
costheta = 0.82;
else if alpha>1.2
costheta = 0.65;

42
43

else
costheta = -0.1417.*alpha+0.87;

44
45

end
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46

end

47
48

B3 = log(1-(costheta));

49

B2 = B3.*(0.0783+B3.*(-0.3824-0.5874.*B3));

50

B1 = B3.*(1.459+B3.*(0.1595+0.4129.*B3));

51
52

Fa = 1-0.5.*exp((B1+B2.*cosd(theta)).*cos(theta));

53
54

Ir = Fo.*cosd(theta).*Toz.*To.*Tw.*Taa.*(1-Tr.ˆ0.95).*0.5;

55

Ia = Fo.*cosd(theta).*Toz.*To.*Tw.*Taa.*(Tr.ˆ1.5).*(1-Tas).*Fa;

56
57

E.dd = Fo.*cosd(theta).*Tr.*Ta.* Toz.*To.*Tw;

58

E.ds = (Ir+Ia);

59
60

figure

61

plot(WL,E.dd)

62

hold all

63

plot(WL,E.ds)

64

hold all

65

plot(WL,E.dd+E.ds)

66
67

E.MSdd(1) = sum(E.dd(101:151));

68

E.MSdd(2) = sum(E.dd(151:211));

69

E.MSdd(3) = sum(E.dd(211:281));

70

E.MSds(1) = sum(E.ds(101:151));

71

E.MSds(2) = sum(E.ds(151:211));

72

E.MSds(3) = sum(E.ds(211:281));

.1.5

GAT-Ray Tracing Model
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function [ GlintMap, SensorLocations, r ,Rad] = RayTrace( Normals...
,P,SunEl,E )

2

%UNTITLED2 Summary of this function goes here

3

%

4

SensorLook = linspace(45,89,20);

5

SensorAz = linspace(0,379,50);

6

SensorAltitude = 20000;

Detailed explanation goes here

SensorAz = SensorAz+90;

7
8

SunAz = 270; SunAz = SunAz-90;

9
10

[SensorPos(:,:,1),SensorPos(:,:,2)] = meshgrid(SensorLook,...
SensorAz);

11
12

Pathlength = SensorAltitude./sind(SensorPos(:,:,1));

13
14

x = Pathlength .* cosd(SensorPos(:,:,1)) .* cosd(SensorPos(:,:,2)...
);

15

y = Pathlength .* cosd(SensorPos(:,:,1)) .* sind(SensorPos(:,:,2)...
);

16

z = Pathlength.* sind(SensorPos(:,:,1));

17
18

SensorVect(:,:,1) = x./sqrt(x.ˆ2+y.ˆ2+z.ˆ2);

19

SensorVect(:,:,2) = y./sqrt(x.ˆ2+y.ˆ2+z.ˆ2);

20

SensorVect(:,:,3) = z./sqrt(x.ˆ2+y.ˆ2+z.ˆ2);

21
22

[L,M,N] = size(SensorVect);

23

SensorVect = reshape(SensorVect,L*M,N);

24
25

% Calculate Reflectance (r) at each sensor location for all ...
slopes
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26

c = abs(SensorVect*Normals');

27

g = sqrt((1.335-1).*ones(size(c))+c.ˆ2);

28

F = (.5.*((g-c).ˆ2)./((g+c).ˆ2)).*(1+((c.*(g+c)-1).ˆ2)./((c.*(g-c...
)+1).ˆ2));

29
30

[l,m,n] = size(SensorVect);

31

[l2,m2,n2] = size(Normals);

32
33

MacroSurf = [0,0,1];

34
35

for i = 1:3

36

InVect(:,:,i) = repmat(SensorVect(:,i),1,l2);

37

in(:,:,i) = abs(MacroSurf(i).*InVect(:,:,i));

38

Norm(:,:,i) = repmat(Normals(:,i)',l,1);

39

o(:,:,i) = -InVect(:,:,i) - (2.*Norm(:,:,i).*(-SensorVect*...

40

Normals')); %calculates direction of specular reflection:...
r=d?2(d?n)n
41

on(:,:,i) = abs(MacroSurf(i).*o(:,:,i));

42
43
44

end

45
46

r = F./(sum(in,3).*sum(on,3)); % calculate reflectance

47
48

% Calculate Sun Intersecting Rays

49

[SunVect(1),SunVect(2),SunVect(3)] = sph2cart(SunAz*pi/180,SunEl...
*pi/180,1);

50

SkyVect = [0,0,1];

51
52

for i = 1:3
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53

SunDot(:,:,i) = SunVect(i).*o(:,:,i);

54

SkyDot(:,:,i) = SkyVect(i).*o(:,:,i);
end

55
56
57

SunDot = (sum(SunDot,3));

58

SunAngle = real(acos(SunDot));

59
60

SkyDot = (sum(SkyDot,3));

61

SkyAngle = acos(SkyDot);

62

SunMap = (abs(SunAngle)

63

≤

(2.*pi/180));

64

SkyMap = (SkyAngle

65

≤

90.*pi/180).*(¬SunMap);

66
67

% Calculate Radiance From Each Facet at Each Sensor Position

68

C=1;

69

for i = 1:3

70
71

Rad.Sun(:,:,i) = r.*SunMap.*E.MSdd(i)./pi;

72

Rad.Sky(:,:,i) = r.*SkyMap.*(E.MSds(i)./pi).* (1+C.*cos(...
SunAngle));

73

end

74

% Calculate Probability of Sun Glint for each Sensor Position

75

Prob = repmat(P',l,1);

76

ProbGlint = sum(SunMap.*Prob,2);

77

GlintMap = reshape(ProbGlint,L,M,1);

78

SunPath = SensorAltitude./sind(SunEl);

79
80
81

%

figure
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quiver3(zeros(size(o(1,:,1))),zeros(size(o(1,:,1))),zeros(size...
(o(1,:,1))),o(1,:,1),o(1,:,2),o(1,:,3))

83
84

figure

85

surfc(x,y,z,GlintMap)

86

hold on

87

plot3(SunVect(1)*SunPath,SunVect(2)*SunPath,SunVect(3)*SunPath,'...
.y','MarkerSize',50)

88
89

SensorLocations(:,:,1) = x;

SensorLocations(:,:,2) = y; ...

SensorLocations(:,:,3) = z;
90
91
92
93

end

.1.6

1

GAT-Hydrolight Interpolation

function [HL] = InterpHL(SensorLocations,HL, WaterVect)

2
3

set(0,'defaulttextfontsize',14)

4
5
6

LUT Local = ismember(HL.RunParameters,WaterVect,'rows');

7

LUT Row = find(LUT Local==1);

8
9

BG LUT Local = ismember(HL.DeepRunParameters,[WaterVect(2),...
WaterVect(3),1],'rows');
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BG LUT Row = find(BG LUT Local==1);

11
12

Obj = HL.MS LUT{LUT Row};

13

BG = HL.BG MS LUT{BG LUT Row};

14
15

%% Convert HL Output locations to xyz

16
17

Pathlength = 20000./sind(HL.Elevation);

18
19

x = Pathlength .* cosd(HL.Elevation) .* cosd(HL.Azimuth);

20

y = Pathlength .* cosd(HL.Elevation) .* sind(HL.Azimuth);

21

z = Pathlength.* sind(HL.Elevation);

22
23
24

for i = 1:3

25

HL.Int Obj(:,:,i) = griddata(x,y,Obj(:,:,i),SensorLocations...
(:,:,1),SensorLocations(:,:,2),'nearest')

26

HL.Int BG(:,:,i) = griddata(x,y,BG(:,:,i),SensorLocations(:,:,1),...
SensorLocations(:,:,2),'nearest')

27

end

28
29
30

figure

31

surfc(SensorLocations(:,:,1),SensorLocations(:,:,2),...
SensorLocations(:,:,3),HL.Int Obj(:,:,3))

32

xlabel('West/East (m)','FontSize',16)

33

ylabel('South/North (m)','FontSize',16)

34

shading interp

35

view(2)

36

h=colorbar

37

set(h,'FontSize', 16);
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Glint Removal

.2.1

Glint Removal - Deglint Analysis

1

clear all

2

close all

3

set(0,'defaulttextfontsize',14)

4
5

[INPUTS,InputImgs] = DeglintInputs()

6
7

[SENSOR] = SystemInputs()

8

%%

9

for i = 1:100

10

for j = 1:4
[ RealImgs{i}(:,:,j),PSF{i}(:,:,j) ] = apply system mtf( ...

11

InputImgs{i}(:,:,j), SENSOR.Q(j), SENSOR.SmearXT, ...
SENSOR.SmearIT,'all' );
[ RealImgs Smear{i}(:,:,j) ] = apply system mtf( ...

12

InputImgs{i}(:,:,j), SENSOR.Q(j), SENSOR.SmearXT, ...
SENSOR.SmearIT,'smear' );
[ RealImgs Opt{i}(:,:,j) ] = apply system mtf( InputImgs{...

13

i}(:,:,j), SENSOR.Q(j), SENSOR.SmearXT, ...
SENSOR.SmearIT,'optics' );
14
15

end
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[ NoiseImg{i},NoiseDCImg{i},OriginalDCImg{i}] = SensorModel( ...
RealImgs{i}, SENSOR );

17

[ InputNoiseImg{i},InputNoiseDCImg{i},InputOriginalDCImg{i}] = ...
SensorModel( InputImgs{i}, SENSOR );

18
19

[DEGLINT.HedleyImg{i},DEGLINT.JoyceImg{i},DEGLINT.LyzengaImg{i},...
DEGLINT.ROIData{i},DEGLINT.R2{i}] = DeglintAlgorithms(...
InputImgs{i});

20

[DEGLINT.HedleyReal{i},DEGLINT.JoyceReal{i},DEGLINT.LyzengaReal{i...
},DEGLINT.ROIDataReal{i},DEGLINT.R2Real{i}] = ...
DeglintAlgorithms(RealImgs{i});

21

[DGNoise.HedleyReal{i},DGNoise.JoyceReal{i},DGNoise.LyzengaReal{i...
},DGNoise.ROIDataReal{i},DGNoise.R2Real{i}] = ...
DeglintAlgorithms(NoiseImg{i});

22
23

end

.2.2

1

Glint Removal - Deglint Algorithms

function [HedleyImg,JoyceImg,LyzengaImg,ROI Data,R Sq] = ...
DeglintAlgorithms(InputImg)

2
3

Bands = {'Coastal', 'Blue', 'Green', 'NIR'};

4
5

[L,M,N] = size(InputImg);

6
7

%% Select ROI in top right corner of image

8

ROI = InputImg(50:round(50+.1*L),50:round(50+.1*M),:);
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9
10

[l,m,n] = size(ROI);

11

ROI Data = reshape(ROI,l*m,n);

12
13

for i = 1:N-1

14

[p,s] = polyfit(ROI Data(:,N),ROI Data(:,i),1);

15

Slope(i) = p(1); % Slope Used for Hedley and Joyce

16
17

%% Hedley et al.

18

HedleyImg(:,:,i) = InputImg(:,:,i)-Slope(i).*(InputImg(:,:,N)-min...
(min(ROI(:,:,N))));

19
20

%% Joyce

21

JoyceImg(:,:,i) = InputImg(:,:,i)-Slope(i).*(InputImg(:,:,N)-mode...
(mode(ROI(:,:,N))));

22
23

%% Lyzenga

24

Covariance(i) = (1/(l*m)).*sum(sum(ROI Data(:,N).*ROI Data(:,i)))...
- (1/(l*m)).*sum(sum(ROI Data(:,i))).*(1/(l*m)).*sum(sum(...
ROI Data(:,N)));

25

Variance = (1/(l*m)).*sum(sum(ROI Data(:,N).*ROI Data(:,N))) - ...
(1/(l*m)).*sum(sum(ROI Data(:,N))).*(1/(l*m)).*sum(sum(...
ROI Data(:,N)));

26

SlopeLyz(i) = Covariance(i)./Variance;

27
28

LyzengaImg(:,:,i) = InputImg(:,:,i)-SlopeLyz(i).*(InputImg(:,:,N)...
-mean(mean(ROI(:,:,N))));

29
30

%% Analyze the data fit of the linear regression method

31

DataFit(:,i) = polyval(p , ROI Data(:,N));

32

yresid = ROI Data(:,i)-DataFit(:,i);
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33

R Sq(i) = 1-(sum(yresid.ˆ2)./(length(ROI Data(:,i)-1).*var(...
ROI Data(:,i))));

34
35

end

36
37

%% For Plotting ROI Data vs regression

38

% for i = 1:N-1

39

% figure

40

% plot(ROI Data(:,N),ROI Data(:,i),'.')

41

% hold all

42

% plot(ROI Data(:,N),DataFit(:,i),'-')

43

% xlabel('NIR Radiance (W/mˆ2sr)')

44

% ylabel('Visible Band Radiance (W/mˆ2sr)')

45

% legend(Bands{i})

46

% end

.2.3

1

Glint Removal - Deglint Inputs

function [INPUTS,Img] = DeglintInputs()

2
3

filepath = ['J:\Thesis Data\GlintRemoval\'];

4

filenamebase =['GlintRemoval '];

5

numberoffiles = 100;

6

bands ={'Coastal','Blue','Green','NIR'};

7
8

imgsizes = [512,283;512,370;512,400;512,370;512,283];

9

imgsizes = repmat(imgsizes,100./5,1);

10
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11

count = 0

12

for i = 1:numberoffiles
for j = 1:length(bands)

13

FileName{i,j} = [filepath,filenamebase,num2str(i),' ',...

14

bands{j},'-t0000.img'];
15

hdrfile = [FileName{i,j},'.hdr'];

16

info = envihdrread(hdrfile);

17

Img{i}(:,:,j)=multibandread(FileName{i,j},[imgsizes(i,2),...

18

imgsizes(i,1),1],'double', info.header offset, ...
info.interleave, 'ieee-le').*10000; % Read images and...
set to W/mˆsr
19

end

20
21

end

22
23

INPUTS.WS = [1,3,6,9,12];

24

INPUTS.LookAngle = linspace(-45,45,5);

25

INPUTS.BandDelays = [0,30,60,90];

26

INPUTS.SolarZe = 30;

27

INPUTS.SolarAz = 270;

.3

Anomaly Detection

.3.1

Anomaly Detection - Analysis

1

clear all

2

close all
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set(0,'defaulttextfontsize',14)

4
5

[INPUTS,InputImgs,TruthImgs,Objects] = DetectionInputs();

6
7

[SENSOR] = SystemInputs()

8

%%

9

for i = 1:30

10

for j = 1:4
[ RealImgs{i}(:,:,j),PSF{i}(:,:,j) ] = apply system mtf( ...

11

InputImgs{i}(:,:,j), SENSOR.Q(j), SENSOR.SmearXT, ...
SENSOR.SmearIT,'all' );
[ RealImgs Smear{i}(:,:,j) ] = apply system mtf( ...

12

InputImgs{i}(:,:,j), SENSOR.Q(j), SENSOR.SmearXT, ...
SENSOR.SmearIT,'smear' );
[ RealImgs Opt{i}(:,:,j) ] = apply system mtf( InputImgs{...

13

i}(:,:,j), SENSOR.Q(j), SENSOR.SmearXT, ...
SENSOR.SmearIT,'optics' );
14

end

15
16

[ NoiseImg{i},NoiseDCImg{i},OriginalDCImg{i}] = SensorModel( ...
RealImgs{i}, SENSOR );

17

[ SmearNoiseImg{i},SmearNoiseDCImg{i},SmearOriginalDCImg{i}] ...
= SensorModel( RealImgs Smear{i}, SENSOR );

18

[ OptNoiseImg{i},OptNoiseDCImg{i},OptOriginalDCImg{i}] = ...
SensorModel( RealImgs Opt{i}, SENSOR );

19
20

[ InputNoiseImg{i},InputNoiseDCImg{i},InputOriginalDCImg{i}] ...
= SensorModel( InputImgs{i}, SENSOR );

21
22
23

[ R MD{i,1} ] = MD Detector( InputImgs{i} );
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24

[ R MD{i,2} ] = MD Detector( NoiseImg{i} );

25

[ R MD{i,3} ] = MD Detector( RealImgs Smear{i} );

26

[ R MD{i,4} ] = MD Detector( RealImgs Opt{i} );

27

[ R MD{i,5} ] = MD Detector( InputNoiseImg{i} );
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28
29

%

[ R MD{i,1} ] = MD Detector( InputOriginalDCImg{i} );

30

%

[ R MD{i,2} ] = MD Detector( InputNoiseDCImg{i} );

31

%

[ R MD{i,3} ] = MD Detector( SmearOriginalDCImg{i} );

32

%

[ R MD{i,4} ] = MD Detector( OptOriginalDCImg{i} );

33

%

[ R MD{i,5} ] = MD Detector( InputNoiseImg{i} );

34
35

ImageLgd = {'Original','Realistic','Smear','Opt MTF','Noise'...

36

};
37

[Mask{i},ObjectMask{i}] = CreateObjectMask(TruthImgs{i},...

38

Objects);
39
40

for k = 1:5

41

[ pd{i,k}, pfa{i,k} ] = ROC( ObjectMask{i},Mask{i},Objects,...
R MD{i,k},ImageLgd{k} );
end

42
43

end

44
45
46

%%

47

RefImgs = [12,14]

48

DelayImgs = [17,19]

49

LineColor = {'-r','-g','-b','-c','-k','-m','-y','--r','--g','--b'...
,'--c','--k','--m','--y','-.r','-.g','-.b','-.c','-.k','-.m',...
'-.y'};
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50
51

for i = 1:2

52
53

figure

54

for j = [1,3,4,5]%1:5

55

semilogx(pfa{RefImgs(i),j}{1,10},pd{RefImgs(i),j}{1,10},LineColor...
{j},'LineWidth',2);

56

hold all

57

end

58

semilogx(pfa{DelayImgs(i),1}{1,10},pd{DelayImgs(i),1}{1,10},...
LineColor{j+1},'LineWidth',2);

59

hold all

60

semilogx(pfa{DelayImgs(i),2}{1,10},pd{DelayImgs(i),2}{1,10},...
LineColor{j+1},'LineWidth',2);

61

xlabel('False Alarm Rate', 'Fontsize', 13);
ylabel('Detection Rate', 'Fontsize', 13);

62
63

%

title(['ROC Curves: ' ImageLgd], 'Fontsize', 14);

64

legend({'Original','All', 'Smear','Optics','Noise','Delay'})

65

axis([1E-5 1 0 1]);

66

hold off

67

end

.3.2

1

Anomaly Detection - Object Mask

function [ Mask,ObjectMask ] = CreateObjectMask( TruthImg,Objects...
)

2

%UNTITLED3 Summary of this function goes here

3

%

Detailed explanation goes here
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4
5
6

for i = 1:length(Objects.Number)

7
8

for j =1:4

9

OMask(:,:,j) = ones(size(TruthImg(:,:,1)));

10

BG Mask(:,:,j) = OMask(:,:,j);

11

OMask(:,:,j) = (TruthImg(:,:,j) == Objects.Number(i));

12

FindObjects(:,:,j) = ¬(TruthImg(:,:,j)6=0);

13

BG Mask(:,:,j) =FindObjects(:,:,j)+OMask(:,:,j);

14

end

15

InvMask = sum(OMask,3);

16

InvBGMask = sum(BG Mask,3);

17
18

Mask(:,:,i) = InvMask==0; Mask(:,:,i)=¬Mask(:,:,i);

19

ObjectMask(:,:,i) = InvBGMask<4; ObjectMask(:,:,i)=¬...
ObjectMask(:,:,i);

20

end

.3.3

Anomaly Detection - Mahalanobis Distance Detector

1

function [ R MD ] = MD Detector( Img )

2

%UNTITLED2 Summary of this function goes here

3

%

Detailed explanation goes here

4
5

Img = double(Img);

6
7

[M,N,L] = size(Img);
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8
9
10

ImgData=reshape(Img,M*N,L);
[x,y,z] = size(ImgData);

11
12

ROI = Img(25:round(25+.1*M),25:round(25+.1*N),:);

13

[l,m,n] = size(ROI);

14

ROI Data = reshape(ROI,l*m,n);

15
16

% BG Cov = cov(ROI Data);

17

% BG Cov = inv(BG Cov);

18

% BG Mean = mean(ROI Data,1);

19

% BG Mean = repmat(BG Mean,x,1);

20
21

MD Vect = mahal(ImgData,ROI Data);

22

R MD = reshape(MD Vect,M,N,1);

23
24
25

% T1 = (ImgData-BG Mean)* BG Cov;%*(ImgData-BG Mean)';

26

% R MD = T1*(ImgData-BG Mean)';

27

% size(R MD)

.3.4

1

Anomaly Detection - ROC Curve Generator

function [ pd, pfa ] = ROC( ObjectMask,BackgroundMask,Objects,R,...
ImgLgd )

2

%UNTITLED4 Summary of this function goes here

3

%

4

Detailed explanation goes here
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LineColor = {'-r','-g','-b','-c','-k','-m','-y','--r','--g','--b'...
,'--c','--k','--m','--y','-.r','-.g','-.b','-.c','-.k','-.m',...
'-.y'};

6
7

[L,M,N] = size(ObjectMask(:,:,1));

8

% figure('Visible','off')

9

for i = 1:length(Objects.Number)

10

BGScore = R.*ObjectMask(:,:,i);

11

BGScore = BGScore.*(¬((ObjectMask(:,:,i)).*BackgroundMask(:,:,i))...
);

12

ObjectScore = R.*(ObjectMask(:,:,i)).*BackgroundMask(:,:,i);

13
14

ObjPix = reshape(ObjectScore,L*M,1); ObjPix(ObjPix==0)=[];

15

BG Pix = reshape(BGScore,L*M,1); BG Pix(BG Pix ==0)=[];

16
17

AllPix = [BG Pix;ObjPix];

18
19

PixMap = [zeros(size(BG Pix));ones(size(ObjPix))];

20

BGMap

= ¬PixMap;

21
22

nt = length(ObjPix);% total number of target points

23

nb = length(BG Pix);% total number of bg pixels

24
25

[ss,indx]

= sort(AllPix,'descend');

26

stgtlabel

= PixMap(indx); %sorts the Target Pixels

27

sbkglabel

= BGMap(indx); %sorts the BGMap Pixels

28

pd{i}

= cumsum(stgtlabel)./nt;

29

pfa{i}

= cumsum(sbkglabel)./nb;

30
31
32

%

loglog(pfa{i},pd{i},LineColor{i},'LineWidth',2);
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%
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hold all
lgd{i} = [num2str(Objects.Reflectance(i)),'% at ',num2str(...

34

Objects.Depth(i)),'m'];
35

end

36

%

xlabel('False Alarm Rate', 'Fontsize', 13);

37

%

ylabel('Detection Rate', 'Fontsize', 13);

38

% %

39

%

title(['ROC Curves: ' ImageLgd], 'Fontsize', 14);

40

%

legend(lgd)

41

%

axis([1E-5 1 0 1]);

42

%

hold off

title('ROC Curves: SHARE 2012', 'Fontsize', 14);

43
44

% imtool(TargetScore(:,:,1))

45

% imtool(BGScore(:,:,1))

46
47

end

.4

System Model

.4.1

1

System Model - System MTF

function [ r, PSF ] = apply system mtf( f, Q, smear xt, smear at,...
runselect )

2
3

% p

= detector pitch

4

% fnumber

= f / D = focal length / aperture diameter

5

% Q

= lambda * fnumber / p;

6
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7

kernelSize = size(f(:,:,1));%256;

8
9

if strcmp(runselect,'all') == 1

10

MTF ap = mtf optics( kernelSize, Q );

11

MTF smear = mtf smear 2d( kernelSize, smear xt,smear at );

12

end

13
14

if strcmp(runselect,'smear') == 1

15

MTF ap = ones(size(f(:,:,1)));

16

MTF smear = mtf smear 2d( kernelSize, smear xt,smear at );

17

end

18
19

if strcmp(runselect,'optics') == 1

20

MTF ap = mtf optics( kernelSize, Q );

21

MTF smear = ones(size(f(:,:,1)));

22

end

23
24

PSF = otf2psf(MTF ap, [5 5]);

25
26

% figure

27

% imagesc(MTF ap)

28

% figure

29

% imagesc(MTF smear)

30
31

MTF system = fftshift(MTF ap .* MTF smear);

32
33

r = real((ifft2( MTF system .* fft2( f ) )));

.4.2

System Model - Smear MTF
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function [ r ] = mtf smear 2d( kernelSize, smear at, smear xt )

2
3

r = zeros( kernelSize );

4

hks = kernelSize ./ 2.0;

5
6

% xx = [1:kernelSize(1)]' * (zeros(1,kernelSize(1)) +

7

xx =[1:kernelSize(1)]';

8

xx = repmat(xx,1,kernelSize(2));

1.0)

9
10

xx = (xx - hks(1))/hks(1);

11
12

yy =[1:kernelSize(2)];

13

yy = repmat(yy,kernelSize(1),1);

14
15

yy = (yy - hks(2))/hks(2);

16
17
18

% yy = [1:kernelSize(2)]' * (zeros(1,kernelSize(2)) +

19

% yy = (yy - hks(2))/hks(2);

1.0);

20
21

d = sqrt( ( ( xx .* xx * smear xtˆ2 ) + ( yy .* yy * smear atˆ2 )...
));

22

r = sinc( d );

.4.3

1
2

System Model - Optical MTF

function [ r ] = mtf optics( kernelSize, Q )
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3

r = zeros( kernelSize );

4

hks = kernelSize / 2.0;

5
6

%xx = [1:kernelSize]' * (zeros(1,kernelSize) +

7

%yy = xx';

1.0);

8
9

for ii = 1:kernelSize(1)
for jj = 1:kernelSize(2)

10
11
12

d = (( ii - hks(1) )ˆ2 + ( jj - hks(2) )ˆ2)ˆ0.5;

13

d = d / kernelSize(2) * Q;

14

if d

15

≤

1.0

r(ii, jj) = acos(d) - d * (1.0 - d*d)ˆ0.5;

16

else

17

r(ii,jj) = 0;

18

end

19
20

end

21
22

end

23
24

r = abs(r) * 2.0 / pi;

.4.4

1

System Model - Sensor Model

function [ NoiseImg,NoiseDCImg,OriginalDCImg ] = SensorModel( L, ...
SENSOR )

2

%UNTITLED6 Summary of this function goes here
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%
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Detailed explanation goes here

4
5

A d = (SENSOR.PixelPitch.*1E-6).ˆ2 ;% Detector area mˆ2

6

hc = SENSOR.h.*SENSOR.c ; %J*m

7
8

SENSOR.Fnum=10;

9

tint = .01/.001;

10
11

for i =1:4

12

NoiseInput = rand(size(L(:,:,i)));

13

InputNoise L(:,:,i) = SENSOR.NER.*(sqrt(12).*(NoiseInput-(...
ones(size(L(:,:,1)))-.5)));

14

Noise pho(:,:,i) = ((pi().* A d)./(4.*SENSOR.Fnum.ˆ2).*(...

15

SENSOR.BandCenter(i)./hc).*SENSOR.OptTrans(i).*...
InputNoise L(:,:,i).*SENSOR.BandWidth(i)).*(1E-6).*tint;
S pho(:,:,i) = ((pi().* A d)./(4.*SENSOR.Fnum.ˆ2).*(...

16

SENSOR.BandCenter(i)./hc).*SENSOR.OptTrans(i).*L(:,:,i).*...
SENSOR.BandWidth(i)).*(1E-6).*tint;
17
18

S ele(:,:,i) = S pho(:,:,i).*SENSOR.QE(i);

19

S ele Noise(:,:,i) = (S pho(:,:,i)+Noise pho(:,:,i)).*...
SENSOR.QE(i);

20

NoiseImg(:,:,i) = (S pho(:,:,i)+Noise pho(:,:,i))*(4.*...

21

SENSOR.Fnum.ˆ2)./((pi().* A d. *(SENSOR.BandCenter(i)./hc)....
*tint.*SENSOR.BandWidth(i).*1E-6.*SENSOR.OptTrans(i)));
22
23

OriginalDCImg(:,:,i) = uint8(S ele(:,:,i)./SENSOR.QSE);

24

NoiseDCImg(:,:,i) = uint8(S ele Noise(:,:,i)./SENSOR.QSE);

25

end
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26
27

end

.4.5

1

System Model - System Inputs

function [SENSOR] = SystemInputs()

2
3

SENSOR.PixelPitch = 15; %micron

4

SENSOR.FocalLength = 10; %m

5

SENSOR.Diameter = 1; %m

6

SENSOR.Fnum = SENSOR.FocalLength./SENSOR.Diameter;

7

SENSOR.NumBands = 4;

8

SENSOR.Bands = [400,450;450,510;510,580;860,1040].*0.001; %...
microns

9

SENSOR.BandNames = {'Coastal','Blue','Green','NIR'};

10

SENSOR.BandWidth = abs(SENSOR.Bands(:,1)-SENSOR.Bands(:,2));

11

SENSOR.OptTrans = [.6,.8,.9,.9];

12

SENSOR.QE = [.7,.8,.9,.9];

13

SENSOR.h = 6.6261E-34;%J-s

14

SENSOR.c = 2.9979E8; %m/s

15

SENSOR.BandCenter = ((SENSOR.Bands(:,1)-SENSOR.Bands(:,2))./2)+...
SENSOR.Bands(:,2);

16

SENSOR.DR = 2ˆ8;

17

SENSOR.Well = 100000; %electrons

18

SENSOR.QSE = SENSOR.Well./SENSOR.DR;

19

SENSOR.BandDelays = [0,30,60,90];%[0,60];%100];%[50]; %...
miliseconds
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SENSOR.Size = (SENSOR.PixelPitch .* SENSOR.PixelPitch ).*(1E-6)...
ˆ2;

21

SENSOR.NER = 5E-4;%W/mˆ2sr

22

SENSOR.Q =

23

SENSOR.SmearIT = 0; % In-Track Smear - Pixels

24

SENSOR.SmearXT = 0.5; % Cross Track Smear - Pixels

SENSOR.BandCenter.*SENSOR.Fnum./SENSOR.PixelPitch;

